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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and background 

Quality of Service (QoS) has been a topic of extended research for several years 
and is maturing. Especially, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has had, 
and still has several projects in the area of QoS. Several protocols and standards are 
available for supporting QoS (RSVP, IntServ, DiffServ, IPv6). Common for these is 
that they are all lacking support for QoS other than on the socket layer.  
 
In the last years, distributed systems have been receiving more and more attention. 
Middleware, dealing with the complexity of distributed computing, has been around 
for years. It was traditionally used in large systems such as in banking and finance 
to overcome heterogeneity. More recently, however, it has been extended to areas 
such as embedded and real-time systems. It is now becoming apparent that 
middleware technologies can not respond to such diverse requirements as we are 
facing today.  QoS is one of many requirements middleware traditionally has been 
unable to support. 
 
However, Quality of Service in distributed systems is receiving more and more 
interest by different research projects. Some of several ongoing projects 
(dynamicTao, QuO, QuA, RT-CORBA etc.) are trying to address the complexity of 
separating QoS-logic from the functional logic of applications by including the 
QoS-handling as a service provided by the middleware system. To this day most of 
them still only give specific solutions for specific domains. The QuA-project is 
aiming to address the issues of generic support for platform managed QoS. 
 
This thesis is a part of the QuA-project. In this thesis we want to present general 
and scalable solutions to certain areas of the composite problem of providing 
platform managed QoS.  
 

1.2 Research Method and Research Topic 

We are investigating the field of strategic management to increase probability of 
maintaining QoS as well as maximizing the value of the distributed system. We will 
show how applying coordinated and strategic adaptations are likely to make us both 
increase the value of the system behavior as well as make it able to increase 
possibility for maintaining QoS.  
 
The term ‘Strategy’ is defined by [Webster, 1989] as “a careful plan or method”. 
We will see how focusing on having a strategy towards management, preserving the 
long-term perspective, will help us obtain our overall goal of system stability, 
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availability and value. We are developing models to support this form of strategic 
management. 
 
In addition to exploring general theories of strategic system behavior we will also 
be looking at mapping our results onto the scope of an existing middleware 
specification, the QuA-project at Simula Research Lab [QuA 2003]. Even though 
we are not implementing a running implementation, we are addressing the specifics 
of a proposed architecture structure towards QuA to such a degree that we are able 
to identify and solve most issues regarding an implementation. 
 

1.3 Current research effort 

While conventional middleware technology aids the development of distributed 
applications, it does not provide appropriate support for dealing with the dynamic 
aspects of this new computational infrastructure. Next generation quality sensitive 
applications require a middleware that can maintain system viability and stability 
while considering for Quality of Service aspects for the applications.  
 

1.4 Thesis overview 

In chapter 2 we are addressing several topics of interest from the background of 
QoS and middleware research.  
 
Chapter 3 discusses the need for a strategic management function. This is summed 
up by identifying important roles for a strategic management function in a 
distributed QoS-enabled computing environment.  
 
In chapter 4 we proceed to general strategy discussions. This is discussed through 
strategy scoping statements as well as discussions about involving runtime aspects 
into decision-making. 
 
We address the topic of developing and maintaining good strategies for the strategic 
manager, herein we draw some basic lines towards a suggestion for an algorithm 
involving heuristics from runtime experience. 
 
In Chapter 5 we address and the need for a flexible extensible resource model for 
strategic management. Also we identify parts of a general resource model needed 
for the purpose of strategic management. We make concrete suggestions for how 
such a resource model should be designed. 
 
In Chapter 6 we address the results from the three previous chapters towards 
implementing the proposed solutions onto the QuA-platform. We identify 
extensions needed in the QuA-platform implementation as well as adjusting our 
own models where needed to fit within the general boundaries of the QuA-
framework. We map our requirements towards the general resource model onto the 
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QuA resource model. Finally we address each strategic management role as 
identified in chapter 3 in the scope of the QuA-platform. 
 
We conclude this thesis in chapter 8, where we also point to future work. 
Bibliography is given in chapter 9.
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2 Background 

 
In the following sections we will be exploring different aspects of importance 
within the scope of this thesis. We will discuss relevant terms and investigate the 
properties of a Quality of Service Architecture. Also, we will be looking into the 
topic of adaptations and strategic adaptations as a tool towards achieving a Quality 
of Service Architecture. 

2.1 Quality of service  

Quality of service (QoS) does to not have a common or formal definition. There is a 
variety of definitions of what QoS is. Combining the quality definition from [ISO, 
1986]: “The totality of features and characteristics of a product or a service that 
bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs”, with the [Webster, 1989]-
definition of a service: “the work performed by one that serves” yields the 
conclusion that quality of service relates to the degree of satisfaction given by work 
performed by a server [Aagedal, 2001]. The general definition from ITU [ITU-T, 
1994], states that QoS is “the collective effects of service performances which 
determine the degree of satisfaction of a user of the service”. 
 
QoS has many formal definitions, and the one offered by [ITU-T, 1994] 
summarizes the scent of the most of these definitions. Important in this definition is 
that it says nothing about which resources are involved in providing the necessary 
QoS. These are usually more than what first comes to mind. The most common 
QoS characteristics to consider, as outlined in [Couloris et al., 2001], is the 
bandwidth, latency and packet-loss rates. In developing distributed systems and 
strategies for multimedia delivery with QoS requirements we need a general 
framework to be able to deal with the complexity and diversity of QoS management 
in distributed systems. 

2.1.1 QoS Mechanisms 

QoS mechanisms are selected and configured according to user supplied QoS 
specifications, resource availability and resource management policies. In resource 
management, QoS mechanisms are categorized as either static or dynamic in nature: 
static resource management deals with flow establishment and end-to-end QoS 
negotiation phases, which we describe as QoS provisioning. Dynamic resource 
management deals with the runtime phase, which we denote QoS control and 
management. 
 
QoS Control and Management  
The distinction between QoS control and QoS management is characterized by the 
different timescales on which they operate. QoS control operates on a faster 
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timescale than QoS management. The need for this distinction is realized in terms 
of control being the real-time adjusting at a micro-level to ensure that the 
application does not break the different values of the contracted QoS specification. 
Examples of QoS control are real-time adjustment of buffer size and scheduling 
priority. QoS control has been under intensive study and has resulted in many 
mechanisms such as flow shaping, flow scheduling, flow policing, flow control and 
flow synchronization [Aurrecoechea et. al, 1998], all of which are real-time 
mechanisms. 
 
In later years, more effort has been put into QoS management research. QoS 
management is the area of interest for this thesis as the long term-nature of 
management corresponds to the timescales of strategies. The manager will typically 
be able to make coordinated decisions, and have a larger view of the situation in 
terms of resources and time span than lower level control mechanisms. A QoS 
manager should be able to make well informed long-term strategic decisions 
considering not only specialized sub-parts of the resources, but rather at sets of 
resources making up entire systems. A QoS manager responds to altered resource 
availability situations by way of adaptive behavior.  

2.1.2 QoS Category 

A QoS category represents a type of user or application requirement. Different 
types of requirements lead to different QoS categories. There exist standard 
categorizations of QoS into several categories. These categories have traditionally 
been performance, reliability, timeliness, security.  

2.1.3 QoS Specification 

In order to be able to manage QoS in the runtime environment at the middleware 
platform level, applications need to express QoS requirements in the most efficient 
and accurate manner possible. This should be accomplished without being burdened 
with overly complex solutions. We want to be able to specify as little as possible, 
still getting as precise information from the specification as possible. This is a 
tradeoff between complexity and accuracy. There are some proposals as to how to 
best express such QoS requirements. One of several is CQML. CQML is presented 
in [Aagedal, 2001], and it makes a structured approach towards specifying QoS-
requirements. 
 
QoS parameter mapping  
In an ideal world we only have to make quality requirement statements such as: 
"My grandma wants razor sharp image quality because she wants to put her new 
glasses to the test (figure out yourself which screen-type she has), and she need 
mono-audio (she is deaf on one ear). I also want great contrasts in the image, but 
don’t bother sending colors; she’s color blind". 
 
This would be a good approach for a user, simply stating his or her needs in a 
language they already know. However, this does not map directly down to 
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parameters such as buffer size, end-to-end delay, packet loss rate, latency, video 
format, adaptation strategies and the like. The application would not understand the 
requirements from the user at this point. We need a structured approach towards 
gathering information about QoS requirements to be able to map these to usable 
system parameters which can help us towards our goal of managing QoS aspects in 
a robust and efficient manner for the applications, and thus being beneficiary for the 
end-user. 
 
Being able to map the specification to parameters usable by the system in a way that 
makes sense is crucial for pre-configuring the application and to be able to relate to 
such values during QoS management. Results of mapping will be a foundation for 
initial negotiation phases and the planning of applications before obtaining runtime 
experiences about the resource usage of applications. For an admission control 
mechanism, it is crucial that the mapped parameters correspond to the applications’ 
actual resource usage when deployed onto the system. Erroneous QoS-mappings 
up-front may lead to under-estimated provisioning of resources which in turn may 
lead to suspension of the application’s execution. 

2.1.4 Network QoS 

Providing network QoS is the task of maintaining a packet delivery rate, flow 
throughput rate or by any means guaranteeing the reliability or ability of the 
network functions. Even though the details of providing network QoS, be it on the 
transport or link layers, are not in the scope of this thesis, it is important to realize 
that QoS support in the network is a fundamental prerequisite for achieving end-to-
end QoS in a Quality Architecture.  
 
Internet QoS 
Internet network QoS could really be a very short discussion. The short and simple 
reason for this is that there is none [Metz, 1999]. IPv4, the Internet Protocol as of 
today, has no way of classifying streams. All connections are treated equally, and 
all are in the same traffic-class; best-effort. Several ‘ad-hoc’ techniques have been 
developed for traffic shaping on IP-networks. Such techniques are often successful 
in their implementations in that they are able to shape traffic to maintain a steady 
flow in the networks. They are also effective for ensuring that routers are not 
flooded with traffic. TCP, a transport protocol residing on top of IP, also provides 
mechanisms for traffic shaping and adaptation. Common for all such mechanisms 
is, nevertheless, that they make no further QoS guarantees beyond the “best-effort” 
guarantees of IP-networks today. 
 
In addition to these techniques, there have also been developed protocols trying to 
extend the networks to providing QoS guarantees. An example of such a protocol is 
the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) which is the de facto protocol of the 
IntServ architecture. ST-II is also a protocol which has been developed to be able to 
maintain stream classification information. Common for these is that they are all 
dependent on specialized hardware or software in network routers. Without this 
support, the protocols are useless, as no stream state information could then be 
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saved in the route from host to host. Not many routers on the Internet have this 
feature implemented. Furthermore, routers that do implement one or more of these 
features almost always disable it.  
 
Being so, that the basic fundamentals for being able to offer network QoS 
guarantees is mostly absent, why do we want to build a distributed architecture for 
addressing QoS guarantees?  First of all, QoS is more than reservation of resources. 
Also, in the future, protocols such as IPv6 will have ways of specifying and 
implementing such reservations. We will then be able to map our quality 
specifications all the way down to network or link-layer, and even make hard 
guarantees about maintaining them. Nevertheless, maintenance of hard guarantees 
at network level is not a concern for distributed QoS enabled architectures. In a 
dynamically changing distributed system with ever-changing demands on resources 
from applications and services of all types, making hard guarantees will never be 
possible. Even if we are able to make network-level guarantees, there are several 
aspects to consider when dealing with distributed environments not covered by 
these network level guarantees. 
 
There have been made claims that network QoS management will be non-existent 
in the future. Even though there are some substance to this claim, one can not in 
real life rely on such an assumption or contention. The claim is rationalized by the 
fiber optic nature of transmission media of today. The potential of this medium is 
far beyond what we today are able to produce of data streams. The bottlenecks lie in 
the electronics of routers and switches and other hardware, not in the transmission 
medium. Using a line switched fiber optic network we could be able to produce 
such a throughput capacity of the network that the amount of data we would be able 
to produce into these channels still would not be near to exceeding the potential of 
the network capacity. With this in mind, we still have to consider the QoS 
provisioning in the networks. Today’s reality is that routers and switches still are 
major bottlenecks as is every electronic device in any system. Buffer capacity is 
blown, unpredicted delays occur and data is lost on the way. A link, even if fiber 
optic and able to transport all the data we would ever be able to send, still has to 
cope with the problems of a breakdown or other discrepancies. We therefore 
assume in this thesis that every resource is limited. 

2.1.5 QoS provisioning  

There are two important aspects of QoS provisioning, static and dynamic QoS 
provisioning. The difference between them is at what stage in the lifetime of a 
service the resource reservations takes place. While initializing components and 
establishing bindings between services, we have to provide the best possible 
runtime environment for the services creating the bindings. We would possibly 
have to choose between several different hosts capable of deploying the application. 
The application may have some requirement as to which runtime environment it 
needs, but other than that, the system should be able to locate a suitable runtime 
environment by investigating the guarantees that can be issued by that system. This 
is the process of static resource allocation. Static provisioning is done before service 
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deployment. The runtime overhead of such operations should be kept at a 
minimum, as it adds to the latency of service initialization phase. However patient 
users may be, they will not appreciate a long binding establishing phase in addition 
to the latency that already exists in distributed systems.  
 
Dynamic provisioning is done at runtime, and can be triggered by a service that 
needs more resources than initially planned to complete its tasks. Being able to 
guarantee dynamic provisioning up-front is never possible. Dynamic resource 
reservation request are not possible to predict. Resource reservation requests at 
runtime can thus be turned down by QoS management functions, typically by 
admission control. If such a request is possible to fulfill, the resources will be 
reserved in the runtime phase of the requesting service. 

2.2 Middleware  

We have gone from machine-centric computing to application-centric computing to 
enterprise-centric computing with component-based development, to middleware 
which is rising the programming abstraction [Frankel, 2003]. By raising the level of 
abstraction, we are leaving behind much of the complexity of programming. In the 
latter case of middleware programming, we are also hiding the complexity of 
distributed computing. The goal of QoS enabled middleware is to hide the 
complexity of enabling QoS management of applications. Earlier, the complexity of 
providing QoS has been left to the applications or other specialized software and 
hardware. The goal is that middleware should take aid in fulfilling these goals, 
freeing the application of the QoS-complexity in its functional logic. We refer to 
this property as platform-managed QoS.  
 
As just mentioned, a major motivation for middleware development is masking the 
heterogeneity in distributed computing and to provide a uniform high-level 
interface for distributed application developers. The diversity in modern computer 
systems is not limited to differences in the underlying hardware and operating 
systems. Machines may be configured with very different resources 
(Ethernet/ATM, amount of RAM and disk space) and with different software 
packages. We refer to this as diversity in space. In addition to diversity in space we 
also find diversity in time, i.e., a single machine typically experience drastic 
variations in availability of different resources. Mobile computers experience 
changes even in resource capacity, such as connectivity and cpu-speed as they 
move around. Considering these diversities in time, the need for adaptive 
reconfiguring of middleware applications becomes much clearer. We argue that 
these diversity in time-aspects should be addressed in distributed middleware 
platforms aiming to provide QoS. 
 
The task of achieving platform managed QoS in a distributed system is not a trivial 
one. Much research is still to be done. By considering aspects as outlined above, 
one is able to supply the applications with stronger probabilities of maintaining its 
QoS as the middleware implementation matures. Doing this without altering the 
services themselves, yields supporting distributed platform managed QoS in a 
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general way. It is a goal for this thesis to contribute to the research of QoS enabling 
distributed platforms in a general way. 
 

2.2.1 Component-based middleware  

It has been shown in [Blair et. al, 2001] that it is possible to implement a 
middleware architecture adopting a component-based programming model to 
enhance configurability and re-configurability and application reuse possibilities. 
The nature of component-based composition has a great advantage towards 
platform configurability. Components can themselves implement adaptive behavior, 
leaving the complexity of reconfigurability in the hands of the component 
developer. In addition to component tuning, components can also themselves be 
replaced by other components having other characteristics, also yielding service 
reconfiguration. 2K has a component-based implementation [Kon et. al, 2000]. 
They use component configurators to create a runtime representation of inter-
component dependencies. With information about its runtime dependencies, 
applications can refer to its own requirements, selecting different components to 
fulfill their needs in different environments at different points in time. One could 
consider a situation where a component could seamlessly be replaced by another, 
more suitable for the current runtime conditions without affecting the clients using 
the service it provides. Their approach is a good example of the possible flexibility 
of a component-based system. 
 
Monolithic architectures  
Architectures that are not component-based are usually what we call monolithic 
architectures. In monolithic architectures the architecture implementation is in one 
large bulk - non-separable or non-replaceable. In a monolithic architecture, one is 
able to alter parts of the implementation by e.g. parameter tuning, but you cannot 
replace parts of the implementation without doing a total rebuild of the system. This 
is not immediately identified as a promising approaches towards QoS enabled 
middleware architectures - such as by the QuA projects specification. A QoS 
enabled architecture will benefit the most from having some way to alter its 
composition, or to be altered.  
 
Minimal Component Architecture  
The fact that an architecture is component-based opens further possibilities. By 
initiating an architecture with only a minimal set of components initialized, one is 
able to compose the architecture to run an implementation with a minimal footprint. 
This is feasible for deployment on certain devices such as a Personal Digital 
Assistant (PDA). If we are able to easily configure the platform for this type of 
hardware, we are enabling it to run on platforms with scarce resources. A 
component-based architecture could simply choose to leave out parts of the 
implementation not needed for the purpose of executing the platform on such a 
device. The dynamicTao group has configured such a minimal component 
implementation resulting in the LegORB [Smith]. 
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2.2.2 Reflective Middleware 

The general term of reflection refers to the capability to reason about and act upon 
one-self. A reflective system, in this case a reflective middleware system, is thus a 
system that is amenable to inspection and adaptation [Blair et. al, 2001]. 
 
Reflective middleware enables inspection through using a self representation which 
is provided as a representation of ones own behavior. This representation is causally 
connected to the underlying behavior which it represents. The term “Causally 
Connected” states that changes made in the self-representation is reflected in the 
system that it represents, as well as the other way around. This ensures that the 
system representation is correct and manageable. Therefore, a reflective system is 
one that supports an associated causally connected self representation. This 
definition was first used by Pattie Maes in her 1987 thesis from Vrije Universiteit 
Brussels [Maes, 1987]. 
 
Reflection has its price in resource use. It is stated that applications can get very 
significant performance improvements by examining the dynamic state of the 
underlying layers and tuning the middleware implementation to its needs or by 
discovering unnecessary components which can be removed to increase free 
resources on the system. Knowing that reflection costs, we have to ensure that we 
outweigh these costs by the benefits we draw from being able to perform the 
adaptations we have been discussing. Failing to achieve such requirements will not 
yield beneficial use of reflective functionality in middleware. 
 

2.3 A Quality of Service Architecture 

Before continuing, it is important to have a clear view on what a Quality of Service 
Architecture is.  
 
“The intention of QoS architecture research is to define a set of quality of service 
configurable interfaces that formalize quality of service in the end-system and 
network, providing a framework for the integration of quality of service control and 
management mechanisms“ 

 [Aurrecoechea et. al, 1998] 
 
By this, we understand that the purpose of a QoS architecture is to provide the 
necessary mechanisms for dealing with several aspects of QoS mechanisms in a 
formalized manner. It should not be dependent on the application using it. It should 
provide standardized interfaces for QoS management and should be extensible to 
support a wide array of, if not all imaginable, application types.  
 
When considering applications, it is very important to note that the application or 
service is not necessarily a component, but rather a composition of components. 
The application QoS is thus not the perceived QoS for a given component, but for 
the QoS for the composition of components making up the application. The 
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problem of maintaining good QoS for an application thus gets more complex. This 
makes middleware managed QoS for applications, or services, even more relevant. 
By making the application only responsible for QoS specification, relieving it of 
how it should implement or reach those goals, one, in theory, make the application 
portable across many different implementations of the platform possibly having as 
many different way of dealing with providing support for these needs. The property 
that must be satisfied is that the platforms must agree on an interpretation of the 
QoS specification provided by the application. This also makes us able to extend 
and alter the QoS management mechanisms without altering, and possibly affecting, 
the application itself. This idea of separating of QoS Management from the 
functional logic of the application is gaining wider acceptance. Yet, it still lacks a 
well implemented formally standardized and accepted implementation. There is 
however much research being done and implementations such as QuO [Schantz et. 
al 2002] are emerging. A key towards achieving such separation of concerns is by 
use of “proper layering” in designing the architecture [Saltzer et. al, 1984]. QoS 
management, even at application level, should be a separate part of the architecture, 
rather than woven into the application. 
 
A project also trying to scope and implement such an architecture is the Quality 
Architecture (QuA) project [QuA, 2003]. This thesis is intended as a part of that 
project. The thesis is affected by the architecture in several important areas, and we 
are contributing to the development of properly layered and formalized strategic 
QoS management functions. 
 

2.3.1 QuA - terms and concepts 

The following terms are similar to the terms used in the QuA-project [QuA, 2003]: 
 
Adaptive  
The ability to react, and change behavior, according to changes in the environment 
or extra-functional requirements. Adaptation is performed based on stimuli to the 
system of extra-functional characteristics. Note: Functional stimuli may change the 
QoS contract.  
 
Architecture  
A description of a set of abstract objects, their interfaces, and how they interact to 
solve a problem. E.g., how the rooms in a house work together to support the 
activities of a homes occupants, or how QuA runtime objects interact to support 
instantiation and execution of services with desired QoS. 
 
Context  
Refers to the global state in which a computation occurs, including for example the 
caller of a function invocation.  
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QuA service context  
An object that holds references to meta-objects associated with a service, including 
a QoS contract if one exists.  
 
(standard) Component 
A part manufactured according to a standard compliant blueprint that may be safely 
deployed wherever the associated part type is required.  
 
Component framework  
An implementation of design blueprint repository and component manufacturing 
and composition services. 
 
Middleware  
Middleware is a somewhat vague term derived from a three-tiered view of 
distributed systems where application logic resides in the top layer; middleware 
provides distribution, security, and other generic services; and database and 
operating systems services provide specialized platform services. 
 
Service  
A service is a set of input messages to some composition of objects and their 
causally related output messages. 
 

2.4 Adaptation 

Adaptation is the action of altering oneself upon observations about the surrounding 
environment. It is comparable to the well known concept of survival of the fittest 
[Darwin, n/a]. In real life, the specimens of a species able to adapt to its 
environment in the best way, is the specimens able to reproduce their genetics and 
thus the specimens whose characteristics is reflected in the next generations of the 
species. We are of the understanding that the success of nature in the field of 
adaptation is very likely to inspire much of the work in this area. Simulation of this 
type of “biological” behavior has, amongst others, inspired the Bio-Networking 
Architecture [Suzuki et. al, 2002]. 
 
When we are not able to carry on as we are doing right now due to resources being 
to scarce to satisfy our current demands, we have to adapt to the new resource 
availability situation if the service are not to be rendered useless. Scarcity may be 
caused by changes in our own demands to the environment, or the changes may 
reside in the environment itself. Whatever causing the scarcity, in many cases we 
are not able to cope with the changes in other ways than adapting our behavior to it. 
A classical situation in distributed computing to which we have to adapt is when 
bandwidth resources becomes scarce and do no longer cover our demands. A 
typical way to adapt to this problem is to enable compression on the data to fit in 
the narrow bandwidth. This is one of several situations in distributed computing 
which will trigger an adaptation. Another situation might call for removing 
compression from the data, due to CPU resources being too scarce and bandwidth 
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availability being abundant. Adaptation techniques are always carefully selected 
from knowledge of which problem we are adapting to.  
 
The property of being able to adapt is a basic requirement for being able to produce 
QoS-enabled services. Embedding adaptive behavior into applications is a complex 
task which requires expert knowledge about adaptation techniques, and it is subject 
to erroneous behavior. In a distributed architecture, it is not a viable solution to 
require the programmer of each application to put adaptive behavior into every 
application or service. In later years, it has been a common understanding that 
adaptive behavior should be separated from the functional behavior as we have 
discussed regarding general QoS aspects earlier, and which is supported by [Saltzer 
et. al, 1984], [Schantz et. al, 2002]. In other words, the functional behavior ideally 
not relate to the adaptive behavior of the applications. This complies with the goals 
for [QuA, 2003].  
 

2.4.1 Adaptation types 

A service should be able to adapt by having certain components in its composition 
capable of performing the necessary adaptations. This could be specialized 
streaming components having built-in adaptive behavior, which the service is able 
to reuse by adding it to its service composition, or it can be specialized components 
developed for certain services or application types, by specialists. In addition to 
being able to compose a service of reusable adaptive components, the system 
should be able to replace components of the service’s composition with new 
components having other characteristics, thereby also yielding adaptive behavior at 
the service level. Together these two levels of adaptations are the two most 
common ways of applying adaptive behavior without having to include the adaptive 
behavior into the service itself.  
 
Even though we will not be focusing much at the specifics of adaptive techniques in 
this thesis, we will be focusing on the achieved results of an adaptation, and thus the 
adaptations role as a system management tool. Therefore, a short description of 
which adaptation types we are eligible to use is in place.  
 
In addition to the two types of adaptation outlined above [Ecklund et. al, 2002] 
mentions the following types of adaptation types. 

• Sub-service migration: move a task performed by one component to another 
component within the current system. For example, move a software filter 
from a server to the client system. This can be performed by component 
replacement in the service composition. 

• Component replication: duplicate the services currently provided by one 
component and distribute the new requests more evenly between the old 
component and newly duplicated component.  

• Workload redistribution: alter component characteristics and load. This can 
be done by adaptive components (e.g. by parameter tuning in such 
components) to change the resource usage profile for the service. 
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2.4.2 Feature Interaction 

Applications may have unwanted effects on each other at runtime. The adaptation 
of one application may interfere with the conditions of another application. Being 
able to see the consequences one application’s demands and behavior has on other 
applications that in one way or another interact with the given application (e.g. 
simply residing in the same logical system), will enable us able to predict the 
behavior of the total set of applications to a larger extent. We will then also be able 
to plan for the system in a more ideal fashion as we would be able to weight 
different adaptation scenarios against each other, considering the global 
consequences before making local decisions. 
If we, by allowing one application to make certain adaptations, degrade the 
performance of a series of other applications, we would have to consider if this is 
viable. Information of such consequences would allow us to weigh the importance 
of the one application against the "sum of importance" of the affected applications 
we could realize whether applying this adaptive behavior to this application is 
feasible or not.  
 
The topic of strategic management can benefit from knowledge of feature 
interaction. Trying to minimize the global consequences of local adaptations will 
help us maintain a stable and scalable system while keeping the system at its 
highest value. 
 

2.4.3 Strategic adaptations 

Adaptations can also be distinguished by means of their origin. In [Schantz et. al, 
2002] they separate between two distinct types of adaptation. One is in-band 
adaptation which is the mechanism of triggering adaptation upon method call and 
return. Out-of-band adaptation is the mechanism of triggering adaptation when the 
observed system condition objects register altered utility for applications. For the 
purpose of this thesis neither of these techniques will be elaborated much further. 
This correspond more to triggering adaptations as QoS control mechanisms.  
We will be discussing what we will refer to as strategic adaptations. Strategic 
adaptations is the mechanism of triggering adaptation based on the state of the 
system. The need for adaptations is not realized or applied on a per application 
basis. Adaptations are applied on a more general basis considering the sum of 
applications. We argue that this correspond more to triggering adaptations as QoS 
management mechanisms. As we mentioned above, we are interested in the 
achieved result of an adaptation, rather than the type of adaptation used, therefore 
we will be investigating how to apply adaptations only to specially selected feasible 
applications. The task of doing what we call strategic adaptations is finding out 
what we need to adapt to and then applying the adaptations to the right set of 
services. 
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3 QoS and strategic managers 

 
We start this chapter by investigating earlier approaches to system management and 
control preceding our discussions about the need for strategic management 
functions in a QoS enabled distributed platform. We do the latter by identifying 
several important roles for such a management function as well as identifying 
mechanisms which we develop to support the functions of a strategic manager and 
its roles. 
 

3.1 System stabilizing: Earlier approaches  

We will now briefly visit some examples of management and control which has 
shown us the need for coordination and management in the past.  
 

3.1.1 The TCP retransmission problem 

In the TCP protocol, packets are resent whenever no acknowledgement from the 
destination host is received. In such cases it is likely that the packet was thrown by 
a router somewhere on the way. A packet is usually thrown by a router when its 
buffer is full. The buffer is full when the link is congested. The main resource used 
in a router is the buffer queue. This resource should be managed. The strategy 
adopted by the TCP protocol was to start sending at a slower rate whenever packets 
were lost. Then, when acknowledgements again were received from the destination 
host, the sender would again send at full rate. This did indeed lead to link 
availability-problems. 
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Figure 1 - TCP congestion problem 
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Using this strategy, it the link capacity is good at some point in time, every sending 
process is sending at full rate. When the link gets congested with traffic, most 
processes will lose packets and thus slow down for a period. The link then suddenly 
has available resources. All processes again decide to send at full rate. The process 
repeats itself again and again as long as the sum of every process’ sending rate 
exceeds that of the link capacity. The TCP-protocol retransmissions also add to this 
problem. The scenario is illustrated in Figure 1.  
 
The number of hosts and the nature of the Internet make it impossible to coordinate 
these applications with any kind of strategic management function. A centralized 
unit will never be able to get an overview of the resource situation on the Internet. It 
simply does not scale. The solution to this lies in the endpoints. The method 
adopted for the TCP protocol was the slow start mechanism. By slowing down 
when packets are lost, as before, but by slowly increasing the packet rate until some 
packets again are thrown, not increasing the rate further, we are able to avoid the 
waves of traffic created by earlier implementations of the TCP protocol. No TCP-
connection will start at full rate. This allows for some form of distributed 
coordination or management of behavior between the sending processes and 
eliminated most of the oscillating effect from earlier.  
 

3.1.2 TCP slow start with Random Early Detection 

Random Early Detection (RED) [RFC2309] for the TCP protocol is a well known 
and well functioning solution. It adds to the coordination properties of the TCP 
protocol the ability of proactive behavior. When routers discover that the traffic on 
a link exceeds a certain threshold, RED will randomly drop some percent of the 
packages from the queue. By dropping only a certain and random amount of 
packets, it is only affecting some connections residing in the router. This leads to 
that the TCP-protocol implementations in the endpoints of the affected streams are 
backing off, sending at a lower rate. Thus the router has by dropping some random 
packages limited the traffic on only a certain set of links. This is an effective way of 
shaping traffic to avoid congestion in the routers. RED thus adds increased 
coordination between streams in the networks, allowing it to proactively shape the 
traffic according to the current resource availability situation. 
 
In QoS-enabled networks, by shaping streams in the routers belonging to certain 
lesser paying traffic classes in the network we are able to prevent congestion for the 
higher paying traffic classes. As well as we have identified the need for coordinated 
management, we identify this kind of preventive management as an important role 
for strategic management. 
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Figure 2 - Total traffic throughput picture with RED 

The impact on the total throughput on the router can be seen in Figure 2. Stabilizing 
the link resource in this way makes the utilization of the link greater as we shape 
the traffic towards utilizing the entire capacity of the link’s capacity when we 
approach congestion. 
 
Impact on the individual streams, as seen in Figure 3, shows that a shaped stream is 
affected by the TCP slow start mechanism which results in that the process’ sending 
rate converges towards a certain threshold. 
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Figure 3 - Individual stream affected by RED packet dropping 

 
Our strategic management function will benefit from coordination and preventive 
management such as we have seen from the RED implementation. 
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3.2 System stabilizing: Why strategic management? 

A QoS enabled middleware platform should plan for a service in the best way, for it 
to run as smoothly as possible for the duration of its execution. In the QuA project 
there exists a Service Planner that is delegated this responsibility. A while after this 
planning is finished, and the application is running, it might turn out that the plan is 
not a good plan for the state the system has evolved into. When the system’s 
resource availability changes, the planner might need to reconsider its initial plan. 
To enable this re-planning, we use adaptation. We should react to the changes in 
system state.  
 
Returning to our previous example of situations triggering adaptation, a service 
could be sensing that there is scarcity in bandwidth, and then decide to do 
something about it. If services are to be able to detect and respond to system 
changes before it affects the applications performance, they should try to keep up to 
date on system state information. The ability of knowing what is going on is a 
necessity for being able to respond or react accordingly. Thus, these services should 
be using some monitoring component, which might be offered by the middleware 
itself and thus is shared between the applications and services on the system. The 
monitoring component is then responsible for keeping up-to-date information 
available for local services. By this we understand that all local services are 
receiving the same state-information about the runtime environment. Put in other 
words, we might say that all services’ environmental perception is similar. Such a 
monitoring scheme is illustrated in Figure 4. 

Monitor

Service ServiceService Service

Resources

Inspects

Notifies
Notifies

NotifiesNotifies

Decision to adapt made
by each service

 
Figure 4 - Uncoordinated system 

 
Knowing this, and being aware of that adaptations occur as a reaction to some 
resource scarcity problem as we have discussed above, we are tempted to think that 
services receiving this information are responding to the same set of problems at 
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approximately the same time in the same way as the sending processes in the TCP-
protocol did by backing off at the same time. Thus, a system experiencing 
bandwidth scarcity problems at any given point in time can trigger a set of services 
(possibly all) to adapt to this problem at the same time due to the nature of 
independent behavior. This happens without anyone knowing, or coordinating, the 
connection in time between these adaptive events. The probability for multiple 
simultaneous adaptations to this bandwidth scarcity problem is quite high, as 
services react to the same symptoms in the same environment at the same time. We 
do not view such massive uncoordinated behavior as feasible or strategic 
adaptations. 
 
This corresponds to an architecture as shown in Figure 4, where we see that every 
service reacts upon own initiative. If bandwidth on this particular system is tight, 
we would be tempted to believe that most, or all services or applications, have come 
to the quite basic conclusion which is to apply one or more non quality-
compromising bandwidth lowering techniques by use of some internal adaptation 
logic. A common factor for all non quality-compromising and bandwidth-lowering 
techniques that do not reduce the Quality of Service in any dimension is that they 
rarely or never decrease their total resource usage. This means that decreasing the 
use of one resource will increase the use of another. Thus, if everyone is responding 
to a bandwidth scarcity problem, we might now have everyone using more CPU 
and less bandwidth. This in turn will lead us in to serious CPU-trouble and leave us 
with a lot of unused bandwidth in our resource pool. The effects are illustrated in 
Figure 5 below. As we see, there is an increasing use of bandwidth and CPU from 
the starting point up till the points 1 and 2 in the figure. At this point in time, the 
monitoring mechanism of the middleware would issue a report regarding the very 
scarce link bandwidth resources left on the system. Some set of the applications or 
services reacts to this and adapts. This in turn lead us in to the situation in points 3 
and 4 in the figure. The monitoring service, which gathers environmental 
information in some time-interval, will now inevitably discover the high CPU-use 
in point 5 and 6. The reaction from the services would be to apply some CPU-
relieving adaptation techniques, e.g. by removing some CPU-exhaustive adaptations 
applied earlier. We are again tempted to believe that to remove compression 
components would be a likely solution to use less CPU and more of the available 
bandwidth resources. This leads us back into the situation in point 5 and 6, which 
resembles the situation we had in point 1 and 2. The process will repeat itself. 
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Figure 5 - An unstable oscillating system 

 
We see from this exemplification of events that having each service reacting 
spontaneously to resource availability problems might not be a very stable or 
durable solution. There are many reasons why a dynamic system may not converge 
to a stable state by itself [Ferrari, 2002]. In this case the local management of 
adaptation initiates conflicting or exaggerated adaptations and thus fails to achieve 
their collective QoS goals [Ecklund et. al, 2002]. The QoS goals might have been 
reached through a global strategy for adapting the services to avoid these oscillating 
effects and exaggerated or conflicting adaptations. Problems like this one call for 
mechanisms that can control the actions of the system effectively, in this case the 
adaptations, having a general view of the set of services or applications and without 
precise models of behavior [Ferrari, 2002]. 
 
To avoid these independent adaptations resulting in exaggerated results and an 
unstable system state, we need to coordinate the actions of adaptation. We propose 
that this responsibility should be assigned to a strategic management function. Such 
a Strategic Manager, as we term it, is a service able to obtain and maintain an 
general overview of a set of services (possibly all) on the system. Relieving the 
services themselves from the responsibility of keeping up-to-date on current system 
situation, it gathers environmental information from monitors.  
 
We propose that services should not be informed about the system’s state, neither 
should they try to acquire this information themselves. The Strategic Manager is to 
process this information and tell the services if and when to adapt and how, 
according to its own tactics. The services and applications should not be able to 
adapt independently of one another. This leaves the manager with the possibility to 
be strategic on behalf of the set of services which it manages. We therefore suggest 
that a Strategic Manager should be given the role as a coordinator. 
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Our  proposed architecture is shown in Figure 6 below. 
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Figure 6 - Monitoring scheme with coordinator 

 
 
STRATEGIC MANAGER ROLE: COORDINATOR 
With the Strategic Manager in the role of a coordinator, we are able to prevent the 
problems described in Figure 5. Obtaining information of the degree of the problem 
by gathering information from monitors, it could use this information to start 
adapting the most feasible adaptation candidates and adaptation only to the degree 
that seems feasible in the given situation by either limiting the number of services 
adapted or by limiting the degree in which the services themselves adapt. 
 
By coordinating in this way, the Strategic Manager is able to react in a more subtle 
way to the problem that arose in point 1 and 2 of Figure 5. In Figure 7 below we see 
how we now, by coordinating the adaptations, have increased our chances of 
achieving a smooth transition into a new and stable state. In this example, when the 
link resource becomes scarce, the Strategic Manager applies some compression to a 
set of services data-streams that are feasible for compression, and it does so in a 
controlled manner. This causes a smooth decrease in link resource usage, and a 
similar smooth increase in CPU-resource usage. As the link-resource graph 
approaches the CPU-link resource graph, the strategic manager will have stopped 
adapting services - and thus the graphs converges at a certain point (3).  
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Figure 7 - Coordinating the response to resource availability problems 

 
With a Strategic Manager as a coordinator we achieve a more stable end-result. It 
creates a more stable resource environment for the services as we prevent the 
unstable and oscillated adaptations from Figure 5. Adaptation frequency can be 
reduced quite a lot in this approach due to the fact that we are no longer performing 
exaggerated adaptations, and neither do we in turn have to compensate these with 
new (and exaggerated) adaptations. Adaptations come with a certain cost. Thus high 
adaptation frequency is unfeasible. We may therefore, in addition to provide a more 
stable system, increase the sum of available resources by lowering adaptation 
frequency.  
 
STRATEGIC MANAGER ROLE: PREVENTIVE MANAGER 
Preventive management is the task of preventing certain situations to occur by 
applying specific management rules. Looking at the graphs in Figure 7, one realizes 
that this is a reactive approach. Using a proactive approach we are able to maintain 
a balanced resource availability graph and the adaptations are distributed along the 
time-line. By making decisions of applying adaptations based on the gap between 
availability of the resource and some feasible usage threshold, which we will call 
the feasibility threshold. When this gap exceeds a certain value we decide to make 
some coordinated and preventive adaptations. By applying adaptations proactively 
and up-front, we are able to distribute the adaptations along the time-line and avoid 
extreme responses in resource availability graphs. The results of such an approach 
is shown in Figure 8 where we, by coordinated adaptations, are able to limit the 
usage of the bandwidth resource at an earlier stage by applying the strategically 
correct adaptations when resource availability exceeds a certain threshold by a 
certain amount. Our tactic here is merely based on the assumption that a resource 
has a threshold for how much is feasible of using of that resource, and that we thus 
should avoid the resource from exceeding that threshold. We are proactive in the 
sense that we apply the adaptations before exceeding that threshold assuming that 
we otherwise will be forced to do them later. Figure 8 shows how we align 
resources’ usage to this threshold when using this proactive approach.  
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In point 1 the use of link is rapidly increasing. Closing in on the threshold we apply 
proactive adaptations which are CPU-extensive. This leads to link being leveled at 
its threshold and to CPU increasing, as we see in point 2. Setting this threshold at 
the right level enables the system to proactively ensure that each resource has some 
spare capacity whenever unforeseen fluctuations in resource usage occur. Awaiting 
response until we are using the resource to its full capacity may enable small 
fluctuations in resource usage to have major impact on overall system utility. 
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Figure 8 - Preventing resource unavailability 

 
There are some pitfalls to this approach. Some resources are more unstable than 
others, i.e. their availability varies more than for others. While this means that by 
the time the resource is balanced out by proactive adaptations, it might already be 
more available again, and we have to undo all the proactive adaptations just applied. 
Proactive approaches to routing in ad-hoc-networks have shown better results than a 
reactive approach in systems with a lesser degree of instability. Proactive 
approaches in systems with a high degree of instability shows not to be the most 
feasible approach [Novatnack, et. al]. One can therefore argue that proactive 
behavior should not be applied in small environments where a single service’s 
erratic behavior may have great effect on the environment and that sudden change 
of behavior can cause the state of the system to alter severely. A reactive approach 
would in such situations be more feasible.  
 
Knowledge about a resource’s stability of availability adds knowledge to preventive 
management. A highly unstable resource should not be allowed to become scarce as 
we then might experience that the resource suddenly gets overloaded before we are 
able to prevent it. A more stable resource is less likely of suddenly being 
overloaded. By keeping unstable resources more available than more stable 
resources, we therefore decrease the possibility of resource overload. These factors 
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are absolutely relevant when adopting a proactive approach towards strategic 
management.  
 
 

3.2.1 Remarks on strategic management 

Having investigated earlier approaches to stabilizing distributed computing 
environments, we have identified some roles that should be fulfilled by strategic 
management functions. In particular we are concluding that services themselves 
should not be in control of initializing adaptations. We need some sort of 
coordinator. Neither should services need to relate to the resource availability-
situation. Applying adaptive behavior should be done by the identified coordinator 
mechanisms, and we will investigate the possibility of doing this in a preventive or 
proactive manner. Other situations are yielding that we use a reactive approach. 
When the Strategic Manager initiates adaptations, it should so only to the most 
feasible candidates for adaptation. 
 

3.3 The Strategic Manager and its roles 

We have already suggested that a strategic management function should conform to 
certain roles. We have been discussing both the role of being a coordinator, and that 
of being a preventive manager. These and more roles will have to be fulfilled for 
accomplishing a successful Strategic Manager. We will now identify and propose 
several roles for the Strategic Manager. Also, we will study how these may aid to 
the Strategic Managers success by increasing probability of maintaining QoS for 
services on the system. 
 
We have already been describing why we need the Strategic Manager pertaining to 
the role of a coordinator of adaptive behavior. First, we will be elaborating some of 
the techniques and tactics we will adopt for enabling the Strategic Manager to fulfill 
this role. We will then shortly describe additional roles we are proposing for the 
Strategic Manager, the heuristics knowledge pool, the feasibility selector, the utility 
maximizer, and the admission control mechanism, all of which we will be 
elaborating in later sections of this thesis. At the end of this section we are 
discussing the last of the roles we are proposing for the Strategic Manager, namely 
the role of a distributed coordinator. 
 
STRATEGIC MANAGER ROLE: COORDINATOR  
We are now revisiting the role of the Strategic Manager as being an adaptive 
coordinator. In earlier sections we investigated how coordinating strategic 
adaptations amongst the few most feasible services at an early stage, as shown in 
Figure 7 and Figure 8, how we are able to prevent scenarios where we encountered 
unstable resource availability situations due to exaggerated adaptations. We will 
now be investigating a model which will be very important for the Strategy 
Manager to be able to perform its role as a coordinator. 
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We are proposing a model of adaptation techniques and resources as being a helpful 
tool for the Strategic Manager in its coordinator role. The model, in the form of a 
lookup-table, will guide us towards an overview of which operations are available 
for the Strategic Manager to apply and to which problems.  
We define a ‘problem’ as scarcity of resource(s) which threatens our ability to 
deliver the wanted QoS-level to services. The solutions to these ‘problems’ is then 
generally limited to freeing more of the tight resource(s).  
 
 
 CPU Bandwidth Mem Utility 
Increased Compression UP DOWN UP - 

Frame filtering UP DOWN FLAT - 

Color filtering UP DOWN FLAT - 

Extended buffering FLAT FLAT UP - 

Kill DOWN DOWN DOWN - 

TCP to UDP FLAT FLAT/DOWN FLAT - 

UDP to TCP FLAT FLAT/UP FLAT - 

 
Table 1 - Resource interaction adaptation effects 

 
Table 1 will help coordinating adaptations by showing which effect which adaptive 
technique will have on the system resources. In the column at the far left, we have 
listed a set of adaptive behaviors. In the top row we have listed a set of resources 
(CPU, bandwidth and memory). To the far right we find a column reserved for 
change in utility. The values in the cells corresponding to interaction of an adaptive 
behavior and a resource show how that resource is affected by applying such an 
adaptive technique. In the case of the utility-column it is the utility value change to 
the service adapting the behavior. We are not addressing the topic of utility until 
later sections. Therefore we leave it empty for now, but leave the column in the 
model for reference. 
 
This table represents a very achievement-oriented approach. We are viewing the 
effects (or the achievement) of the adaptation techniques as the grounds for 
choosing one adaptation technique over another. [Ecklund et. al, 2002] argues a 
more cost-oriented approach. Their strategy is to find the least cost (or a minimal 
cost) modifications and apply them. We investigate the possibility that using only 
the adaptive behaviors most feasible for deployment in each situation yields a cost-
effective strategy. The feasibility is then calculated from the results we are able to 
achieve. This approach completely disregards the short term cost of an adaptation.  
One can easily identify situations where the cost of an adaptation or a set of 
adaptations far outweighs the achievements of those adaptations. Considering cost 
is therefore a relevant necessity also in our achievement oriented approach. 
However, for the purpose of this thesis, these calculations are not essential, thus we 
are weighting the achievements heavier than the cost of the adaptations - in our case 
weighting cost to zero, effectively disregarding it.  
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To see the use of Table 1, consider the system resource graph shown in Figure 9. 
The graph is showing that CPU-usage is approximately 40% of the total resource 
capacity (total resource capacity is discussed in section 5.2). Bandwidth usage is 
around 90% and memory usage is around 20%. This quickly tells us that a 
bandwidth problem is more likely to occur in the near future than a problem 
regarding any of the other resources. Table 1 can now be used as a lookup table for 
finding problem solvers to this problem. Being able to tell the strategic manager 
what effects an adaptive behavior will have on the system resource graph we are 
able to decide which adaptive behavior is feasible for our resource situation. 
Looking down the table from the top we see that ‘Increased Compression’ frees 
bandwidth.  
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CPU Link Memory
 

Figure 9 - Applying ‘Increased Compression’ behavior from Table  

 
 
We are now able to see that this is a good adaptive behavior to apply as we are 
freeing tight resources. The arrows in the figure show the direction of resource 
usage change on each resource while applying ‘Increased Compression’. 
 
However, using the table like this, with a first fit search as this is a shallow use of 
the model, not exploiting its potential. 
 
Our example of the shallowness of using Table 1 this way, is fairly evident. The 
problem may in many situations be more complex than experiencing bandwidth 
problems only. Having scarce bandwidth resources often implies that there are 
many processes fighting for bandwidth on the system. If there are many services 
fighting for resources, chances are that other resources are also in scarcity on our 
system. By using the table not only for examining the desired effects on the 
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resources that are in scarcity one at a time, we should also consider the causally 
related and possibly unwanted effects this has on other resources in other columns 
in the table for any given behavior we wish to apply. We are now able to add finer 
grain logic as we see if an adaptation technique still is feasible when considering 
the side-effects as well. From above we saw that ‘Increased Compression’ would 
reduce our bandwidth problems. By further investigation we see that it also leads to 
increased memory and CPU-usage. If our system as in Figure 10 is quite tight also 
on CPU and memory, we would after we realize this, choose to avoid ‘Increased 
Compression’ in such a situation. There is not much to gain from compression 
when the CPU is already nearly overloaded.  
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Figure 10 - Applying compression is not feasible 

 
Adding this finer level of logic to the interpretation of the table, we can traverse 
down the rows to find a more suitable candidate for the situation which we see in 
Figure 10. We see from the arrows in the figure, that adding ‘Increased 
Compression’ to a system with this kind of resource status is not so feasible.  
 
‘Frame filtering’ is also a bandwidth lowering technique.  As we now know by a 
more careful inspection of our system state we are also experiencing scarcity in 
memory-resources, we inspect the memory column at the new candidate row. By 
closer inspection, we discover that ‘Frame filtering’ does not add to the usage of 
memory or CPU. We have now found a suitable candidate, and can apply this 
behavior instead. Even though we have now found an even better candidate, we 
should realize that this might still be a somewhat shallow use of the model, and it is 
still not always feasible to use the information in this way, as we will now further 
elaborate. 
  
Our second example of the shallowness of using Table 1 this way, should also be 
fairly evident by closer inspection of the composition of the table. Until now we 
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have first considered only one of the system related factors in the first example, and 
then considered the composition of system related factors in the second example. 
We have not yet considered the service related factor – the utility. And, as our 
overall goal is to deliver the contracted QoS to as many services as possible – this 
should indeed be included in the process of choosing an adaptive behavior. 
 
Having considered all the affected resources in the system related factors section of 
the table, we have found a feasible behavior to adapt to one or more of our services 
to achieve a better resource-usage balance. Until we are able to make the ultimate 
decision, we should also inspect the effect this will have on the utility of the 
services which we apply the adaptive behaviors to. In our last example we decided 
to use the frame filtering technique for adaptation. An approach would now be to 
inspect which applications can adapt this technique with the least possible negative 
effect on utility. We have chosen not to go into detail about utility at this stage, but 
applying utility reducing adaptive behaviors can have relieving effects on all 
resources as illustrated in Figure 11. When using adaptive behaviors one should 
weight the feasibility of the gained resource availability towards the lost utility from 
performing that behavior. We will discuss these issues in greater detail in chapter 6. 
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Figure 11 - Applying utility reducing adaptive behaviors 

 
 
The Strategic Manager is now, by using this table as a tool to select the most 
feasible adaptive behavior to apply, able to coordinate these adaptive behaviors to 
the services which it manages. 
 
How to calculate service’s feasibility for being subject to adaptations and more 
details on how to choose one adaptive behavior over another will be discussed in 
chapter 6. In chapter 6 we will also be proposing an extended model, with similar 
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characteristics as Table 1, but which we directly relate to the QuA architecture and 
the QuA resource model.  
 
 
STRATEGIC MANAGER ROLE: UTILITY MAXIMIZER  
In chapter 6 we identify and elaborate the role of the Strategic Manager as a 
mechanism for maximizing the value, or utility, of the system. 
 
 
STRATEGIC MANAGER ROLE: HEURISTICS KNOWLEDGE POOL 
The effects that the adaptive behaviors in Table  are inflicting on resources are 
statically defined in the table. They are also only depicted as values such as UP, 
DOWN or FLAT. By completing this table with heuristics from applications of these 
adaptive behaviors by the Strategic Manager itself, we could build a specialized 
knowledge pool for the current runtime environment. We will be exploring how this 
can be done by the Strategic Manager, in later sections. 
 
 
STRATEGIC MANAGER ROLE: FEASIBILITY SELECTOR  
While discussing the use of Table 1 as a tool towards coordinating adaptations, we 
mentioned that is by use of this model was able to select the most feasible of the 
adaptive techniques to apply. This pertains to the Strategic Managers role as a 
feasibility selector. We have identified feasibility selection as an important role for 
the Strategic Manager. We have also briefly mentioned that we wish to enable the 
feasibility-selector to select not only adaptive behaviors, but also the most feasible 
services to apply this adaptive behavior to. We will be addressing the topic of 
feasibility-selections of both adaptive behaviors and services in detail in chapter 6.  
 
 
STRATEGIC MANAGER ROLE: ADMISSION CONTROL MECHANISM 
In our background discussions in chapter 2, we discussed the need for having 
admission control mechanism containing mechanisms for allowing or denying the 
introduction of new services. We will, in chapter 6, elaborate on how we are able to 
use the already identified feasibility-selector mechanisms as admission-control 
mechanisms, effectively incorporating admission control into our strategic 
management. We will see how this ensures a well defined strategic behavior from 
deployment-time till runtime. 
 
 
STRATEGIC MANAGER ROLE: DISTRIBUTED COORDINATOR 
A system’s ability to detect the state of neighboring nodes could be very useful in 
many ways. Assume that the local platform has knowledge about resource 
availability for all directly connected platform implementations. By a direct 
connection, we mean a connected stream, an event connection, or any other 
distributed binding between peers. If the local platform is tight on bandwidth usage, 
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it probably will try to insert compression components in one or more local 
application’s data-path to even out the resource usage on the system.  
 
Doing this, it knows that the peering node would have to decompress this stream to 
ensure the continued readability of the data, thus it should insert a decompression 
component. This situation is illustrated in Figure 12 below. The local system now 
has to decide which of the streams (we assume not all streams) it wants to compress 
to free bandwidth resources. As we have discussed earlier, the task of ranking 
services by feasibility for adaptive behaviors is done by feasibility selector 
mechanisms. By including knowledge about peers in the feasibility calculations we 
will then make the feasibility mechanisms able to reduce the feasibility for 
compressing a stream to a peer which is already overloaded on CPU-resource 
usage. A peer having a lot of CPU available would be more feasible in that respect. 
Consulting the peer relations could then be done when we have more than one local 
candidate services which are equally feasible for adaptations. The effect is that it is 
able to balance out resource availability locally as well as aiding to stabilizing, or 
merely avoiding overloading, peering nodes resources. 
 

Service #1.1 Service #2.1

Compression-
component

Decompression-
component

SYSTEM #1 SYSTEM #2

Is a component Is a service

 
Figure 12 - Inserting component locally affects remote system 

 
In a distributed environment, such ambitions of distributed considerations on local 
decisions would normally lead us into problems of NP completeness, which 
basically states that this should not be done. The complexity would far outweigh the 
benefits of doing such calculations. Consider a stock-exchange information 
application, having 50 remote connections or more for retrieving up-to-date stock 
information. Having only a few of these services running, we would consume 
considerable bandwidth trying to keep information about remote platforms 
relevantly up-to date. Without modifications it is not a very feasible approach.  
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The concept of distributed coordination is nevertheless worth noting. The possible 
benefits are notable, but sadly, the complexity sometimes cast a shadow over the 
benefits. Similar solutions have been developed [Xiao et. al, 1999] which also 
clearly identify the complexity of maintaining distributed state information. 
 
Concepts that are overly complex in its pure form, can be adjusted to limit the 
complexity. We therefore make suggestions for how such a concept should be 
realized to reap most of its benefits while trying to control complexity. 
 
As a solution aiding to address the problem of complexity we will propose adding 
another row to our model (Table 1). The additions to the original model are shown 
in Table 2. The added row contains expressions (same/inverse or none) and is 
named ‘peer effect’. The row is set according to effect the appliance of the adaptive 
behavior has on the peering node(s) in the other end of the local service’s 
distributed bindings.  
 
 

 CPU Bandwidth Memory Utility 

Increased Compression         

load on resou ce;r UP DOWN UP - 

peer effect; same same same   

Frame filtering         

load on resou ce;r UP DOWN FLAT - 

peer effect; same same same   

Color filtering         

load on resou ce;r UP DOWN FLAT - 

peer effect; inverse same none   

Extended buffering         

load on resou ce;r FLAT FLAT UP - 

peer effect; none none none   

… … … … … 

Table 2 - Effects of adaptive behavior with  peer relations 

 
If the peer effect is the same or inverse, the feasibility selector can, if it is having 
more than one local candidate for adaptation, include consideration of the peer 
effect in its feasibility calculations accordingly, to help decide. 
 
Whenever the feasibility-selector mechanism is considering consolidating peer 
systems before reaching a conclusion about local feasibility rankings, it has to 
obtain information about these peers. To control the complexity of maintaining such 
distributed state-information, we propose using a smaller support-table, as shown in 
Table 3. 
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 CPU Bandwidth Memory 

Host 1 critical not critical not critical 
Host 2 not critical critical not critical  
Host 3 not critical not critical not critical  

Table 3 - Supplement table for "smart bindings" 

 
As a limiting factor Table 3 is developed on a per-peer basis, not per binding, thus 
reducing the number of potential rows in the table. To prevent flooding the network 
with updates on the status of each peer, we suggest using a very coarse approach 
towards recording the state of the peering node. First of all we assume that no 
messages are sent until there is an actual change in the state of any of the resources 
of a peering node. All peers are initially considered as being non-critical in respect 
to every resource. With only possibility of being in one of two states per resource, 
with a threshold stating that the resource is critical when it exceeds this threshold 
and not critical while staying below this threshold, we minimize the number of 
updates needed to be sent. By choosing a feasible threshold for critical vs. not 
critical, and by having a certain time delay before sending an update on the 
resource, we are able to reduce the maintenance overhead of such information 
significantly, while keeping the information’s most important aspects; to be able to 
help the feasibility-selector mechanism not to apply a certain adaptive technique to 
a local resource due to the potentially devastating effect this will have on its peer.  
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Figure 13 - Distributed resource-graphs 
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Consider Figure 13 where we have illustrated the situation given in Table 3. We 
assume that this system, shown as ‘localhost’ in the figure is responding to some 
link-congestion problems. It has decided to apply compression to one of its remote 
streams. For each of hosts #1 and #2 we have suggested how the resource situation 
may be. This is conclusions drawn solely from the information in Table 3. We 
know CPU is tight on Host #1 and that Link is tight on Host #2. When calculating 
feasibility for compression at ‘localhost’ it will consider that ‘Host #1’ is tight on 
CPU and thus is likely not to be able to decompress the stream. The Strategic 
Manager might choose to compress to ‘Host#2’ instead. This would also aid to 
solve the link problem at ‘Host#2’ also. 
 
The problem with these bindings 
Considering the side effects of this kind of binding information is important. We are 
here liable to run into similar problems as with uncoordinated self-initiated 
adaptations by services. We discussed in detailed how lack of coordination could 
lead to exaggerated and conflicting adaptations which fail to achieve their collective 
goals. By introducing peer-relations we are elevating the coordination problems one 
level above service-level. We are now adapting at ‘system-level’ instead of at 
‘service-level’. This has to be considered, and we should approach the added 
complexity with caution. 
While trying to coordinate peering systems application of adaptive behavior, we 
have to be cautious no to not create exaggerated effects in the peer relationships. 
This can happen when local Strategic Managers are trying to aid in solving the 
problem at peers, when several other remote Strategic Managers are also trying to 
contribute to the well-being of the system as well. Consider Figure 14 below. We 
have two peering systems, system #1 and system #2. System #2, in this case, 
represent the entire set of systems  peering with system #1. In point 1, system #1 is 
having tight link-resources, and is able to issue a critical(bandwidth)-message to its 
peers (system #2), before it gets congested. Furthermore, it will make efforts to 
level out its resources usage, e.g. by compressing data-streams residing in its local 
system. System #2 will acknowledge its problems and put the information into its 
respective supplement table for smart bindings (Table 3). System #2 also finds it 
feasible to compress its streams going to system #1.  
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Figure 14 - Distributed smart bindings problem 

 
Worst case scenario would then be that the local system is successful in leveling its 
own resource usage by adding compression or by means of using any of the 
adaptive behaviors described in Table 2. The added effect by peering systems 
contribution to the situation might cause the resource graph to tilt the other way, as 
shown in point 2 in the figure. Now, system #1 will report having scarcity of CPU, 
not having scarcity of bandwidth anymore as wee see in point 2. The process might 
repeat itself indefinitely and uncontrollably as we in point 3 end up in a similar 
situation as in point 1. This might end in an oscillating effect of instability. 
 
Service Migration 
Still in the Strategic Manager role of being a distributed coordinator, we will now 
investigate using information about the distributed environment towards service 
migration. Consider the following example of using information the information we 
obtained in Table 3 to achieve good migration policies. Figure 15 shows a possible 
service situation where supplies some data which are interpreted by and 
offered in different ways to services , each of them requiring some bandwidth to 
get the data they want. When bandwidth usage for either System #1 or System #2 
exceeds a resource usage maximum threshold on that system, one can as a 
preventive measure migrate  to System #2. 
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Figure 15 - Before service migration 

 
As shown in Figure 16 we would, by migrating  to System #2 save three of the 
four links from System #1 to System #2, thus hopefully saving some bandwidth. As 
long as most of the services consumers is located remotely, it might be feasible to 
migrate the service serving these consumers - bringing the bandwidth intensive 
service closer to its consumers. 
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Figure 16 - After service migration 

 
 
Remarks on distribute coordination 
We have now pointed out ways to enable the distributed coordination of Strategic 
Managers, as well as pointing out problems that has to be overcome for this to be a 
viable and useful solution. Working out the details of such distributed coordination 
and identifying usable solutions is outside the scope of this thesis. Our purpose with 
these sections has been to identify distributed coordination as a potential role for the 
Strategic Manager. This is what we have done. 
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4 The strategy 

We have in earlier chapters briefly made statements which might be seen as strategy 
scoping statements, without putting much focus on these. Earlier we stated that; 
“(…) resources has a maximum threshold of how much is feasible of using of that 
resource and that we thus should avoid the resource from exceeding that threshold 
(…)”. This is the strategy which we have adopted in this thesis so far. It is therefore 
this strategy our discussions springs from. Still one should be able to make other 
strategy statements than this. It should be possible to develop better strategies, or to 
maintain strategies better for certain types of services. 
We have been discussing the Strategic Manager’s feasibility selectors choosing the 
right adaptive behaviors for the right services. Strategy scoping statements makes 
claims as to how to use such tools as the feasibility selector in real-time to achieve 
our goal of increasing ability to deliver QoS. 
 

4.1 Strategy scoping statements 

Our earlier implied strategy yields that the Strategic Manager should act proactively 
whenever a resource’s status approached the maximum threshold. Such strategy 
statements are strategy scoping statements.  
 
Strategy scoping statements can generally be incorporated into our Strategic 
Managers in two ways. The first is by coding it into the functional logic of the 
Strategic Manager implementation. The second way to alter the strategy is by 
predefined ‘knobs’ in the implementation. This is generally made possible by 
tunable parameters in the Strategic Manager implementation and is thus dependent 
on the implementation of these knobs in the Strategic Manager. We will discuss 
both these methods below. At the end we discuss the possibility using Strategic 
Manager knobs to make adaptive real-time adjusted strategies for our system. One 
can also use a predefined strategy description language to set initial values for the 
Strategic Manager knobs and to do other initialization of the manager, but we will 
not elaborate this possibility any further.  
 

4.1.1 Explicit representation 

Strategy scoping statements is coded into the functional logic of a Strategic 
Manager’s functions for preventive actions and feasibility-selections. Thus each set 
of strategy scoping statements, not maintainable by tuning Strategic Manager 
Knobs as outlined above, should be represented by unique Strategic Manager 
service implementations. Due to the component-based middleware architecture on 
which we base our discussions, the possibility for altering or replacing strategies is 
maintained by the possibility to use different components while composing the 
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Strategic Management service. This yields that we might even have different 
strategies for different parts or sub-parts of the system due to the hierarchical 
composition of Strategic Managers (as we explain below in section 6.4).  
 

4.1.2 Strategic Manager Knobs 

We here propose a set of knobs which will help towards scoping our strategy. In 
chapter 6 we elaborate further on such parameterization and identify critical points 
in the Strategy Manager which can be adjusted and optimized to achieve tuning of 
strategies. 
 
The following parameters have already been identified. We will now see how 
tuning these will alter the behavior of the Strategic Manager. 
 
FEASIBILITY_THRESHOLD 
This parameter is each resource’s threshold for maximum feasible usage level. The 
system should try to keep current resource usage from exceeding this threshold.  
 
DEVIATION_THRESHOLD 
This parameter decides how much a resource’s status differs from 
FEASIBILITY_THRESHOLD before applying adaptive behaviors to resources to get 
the resource usage below FEASIBILITY_THRESHOLD.  
 
Proactive strategy  
DEVIATION_THRESHOLD <= 0% 
This yields that the adaptations will occur when resources’ statuses is less than or 
equal to FEASIBILITY_THRESHOLD. 
 
Reactive strategy 
DIFF_THRESHOLD = 100% 
This yields that the adaptations will only occur when resources are tight, and never 
due to resource balance being out of sync. This makes the preventive manager role 
of the Strategic Manager superfluous. 
 
In between these two extremes of 0% and 100% one can experience with different 
parameter values for both MAX_THRESHOLD and DEVIATION_THRESHOLD to obtain 
the perfectly scoped strategy for our system. In ad-hoc networking stable systems 
are known to benefit from proactive behavior while unstable systems often are 
beneficiary by having systems adopting a more reactive approach [Novatnack, et 
.al]. Knowing this, and having the knob we have now acquired for tuning our 
strategy towards proactivity or reactivity, we now want to use this knowledge to 
benefit from both situations. 
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4.1.3 Adaptive strategy 

Having such knobs in the Strategic Manager implementation yields that we are able 
to tune these to however we see fit, even at runtime. 
 
To exemplify such a use of the Strategic Manager knobs, consider setting the 
DEVIATION_THRESHOLD-parameter according to the resource’s stability. Bear in 
mind the reactive vs. proactive approach we gain from tuning the 
DEVIATION_THRESHOLD accordingly. The lesser fluctuations we experience in the 
resources, the lower we set DEVIATION_THRESHOLD, thus gaining a more proactive 
approach. E.g. by decreasing 1% for every certain unit of time which the 
DEVIATION_THRESHOLD has not been violated until some maximum is reached, and 
increasing it by 5% every time it is violated. Thus the more fluctuations we 
experience, the more the strategy will tilt towards reactivity and the more stable a 
system we have the more it tilts towards proactivity. 
 
Bear in mind that this is merely a suggestion for a purpose of use for such Strategic 
Manager Knobs, and that we do not discuss these in detail. Neither do we draw any 
conclusions towards the use of such a scheme. Also we delay the detailed 
discussions of these parameters, and other factors, until chapter 6. 
 

4.2 Runtime  

Until now, we have been looking at developing a Strategic Manager which will 
keep our system stable, reliable and balanced. We have discussed how to respond to 
different situations, how to choose the right type of adaptive behavior when there 
are problems through feasibility-selection. We have been discussing several factors 
which help us make the right decisions. Common for all of these decisions is that 
they are all based on our pre-defined expectations of the results from making such 
decisions. They are all based on predefined facts, or educated guesses. One is liable 
to believe that these educated guesses are fairly good. After all, most applications 
and protocols are designed after predefined facts and statistics, not from runtime 
models of the current situation. The predefined facts in our models in this thesis are 
not even based on any scientific data, merely numbers and facts written down after 
a limited time of consideration. Their values are not crucial for showing the use of 
the model or for demonstrating its benefits. However, in a real runtime system using 
this model, these parameters should undergo more intense study before being 
accepted as our best contribution. Yet, without the ability to consider runtime, 
hands-on facts, we might not be exploiting the model’s full potential.  
 
The results of applying combinations of adaptive behaviors is the most complicated 
to predict. Predicting such results at design-time can prove to be very difficult, if 
not impossible. Feature interaction also results in situations which we can not 
always foresee in advance. In such situations as these, we sometimes need to learn 
from experience.  
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“There is a compelling need for applying design-time methodologies to develop and 
control these runtime adaptations systematically, and along the way to establish 
appropriate interchanges and interfaces between the design-time tools and their 

runtime counterparts.” 
 [Loyall et. al, 2003] 

 
[Loyall et. al, 2003] describes here first the need for having a coordinator for 
adaptations. We have in earlier sections elaborated on the coordinator role of the 
Strategic Manager and the unstable system conditions we might experience without 
that the Strategic Managers pertaining to the role of coordination. In general, 
[Loyall et. al, 2003] are underlining the importance of systematically constructing a 
strategy for management of adaptive behavior. In addition to this, [Loyall et. al, 
2003] mention having interfaces between the design-time tools and their runtime 
counterparts.  
 
In this section we will discuss possibilities for establishing such interfaces between 
our design-time strategies and the runtime results from using those strategies.  
 

“We plan to link the design-time modeling tool and runtime middleware using a 
feedback loop for incorporating information gathered at runtime to feed back into 

refinement of the design time model”. 
[Loyall et. al, 2003] 

 
As opposed to [Loyall et. al, 2003] we are not trying to feed back the information to 
refinement of the design model, neither are we trying to alter the characteristics of 
the system at runtime by introducing executable models or by generating new code 
or improving the logic of our strategies at runtime. We are rather suggesting a way 
to strengthen the correctness of our design-time constructed models for feasibility-
selection. Only the runtime experiences are able to feed us the realistic information 
that we might need to be able to make the best runtime decisions. 
  
Incorporating knowledge about the runtime environment into our decisions will 
hopefully help us respond more correctly according to the real life experiences of 
effects of different adaptive behaviors. In Table 4 below we can see how we have 
predefined our expectations of how different behaviors will affect the resources in 
our system. These values are based on expectations and pre-acquired knowledge of 
their behavior. The effects are presented in a very coarse form, stating that the 
utilization of e.g. CPU will be FLAT, go UP, or DOWN. We do not know by which 
factor the CPU will be affected. CPU goes up both in the case of ‘increased 
compression’ and that of ‘frame filtering’ as we see in the table. By experience we 
know that the factor in which it goes up vary a lot for different tasks. For example 
adding compression says CPU-utilization will go UP, as will the CPU-utilization for 
color filtering. It is likely to assume that one of these adaptive behaviors adds more 
load to the CPU resource than the other. This is not reflected in our models.  
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As we have been discussing, our feasibility-selector is able to use the model to 
calculate the feasibility of a certain type of adaptive behavior given the current 
system resource graph. The feasibility-selector is able, in a generic way, to calculate 
and weight the feasibility of a certain adaptive behavior in a given system given its 
system resource graph. These calculations given the model as shown in Table 1 as 
input, is limited to making rather coarse recommendations about which adaptive 
behavior is most feasible to use. The probability for two or more adaptive behaviors 
being recommended as equally feasible is higher the coarser the information 
presented to the feasibility-selector is. This limits the combinations possible in 
resource. With only FLAT, UP and DOWN as possible inputs and only three resources 
in the table, we have only 27 different possible adaptive behavior profiles: 3^3 = 27.  
Given the same question, it will produce the same answer every time. The model is 
static, yielding static answers. It is incapable of making use of its experience from 
its own earlier answers. 
 
 

  CPU Bandwidth Memory Utility 
Increased Compression UP DOWN UP - 

experienced effect: 2 -1 5 … 

Frame filtering UP DOWN FLAT - 

experienced effect: 2 -1 2 … 

Color filtering UP DOWN FLAT - 

experienced effect: 2 -1 5 … 

Extended buffering FLAT FLAT UP - 

experienced effect: 2 -1 50 … 

… … … … … 

Table 4 - Effects of adaptive behavior, with heuristics 

 
Table 4 shows a way to link the model with the runtime. By extending our model 
with rows containing the experienced effect of the related adaptive behavior, we 
provide the possibility to collect feedback continuously into our strategic decision 
process. The extra added row is used to enable us to record the new state of the 
system after applying any of the adaptive behaviors. 
 
As stated, we want proper separation of concerns. We therefore want to separate 
management and the delegation of adaptations from the details of applying them. 
We thereby also want to separate the measurement of their effect from the manager 
functions itself. We assume the ability to gather and present such information as 
supported by the system. We will not go into details of how and why as we delay 
such discussions till chapter 6. Nevertheless, we will propose an algorithm for 
gathering such data for purposes of illustrating the concept. The algorithm is backed 
up by Figure 17 on page 42. 
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The following algorithm shows how we will collect information into the model, 
as shown in Table 4. The numbers corresponds to numbers shown in Figure 17 
on page 48:  
 

1. Use feasibility-selector find the best adaptive behavior to use. 
2. Apply the behavior of adaptation 
3. When applied, snapshot the system resource graph, by recording the 

current usage for all resources. 
4. After an interval of e.g. 1500ms - record the new usage-levels for each 

system resource. 
5. For each resource – calculate difference between the first snapshot and 

the new resource situation.  
6. If operation was atomic, i.e. no other adaptive behaviors have been 

applied since our snapshot: apply this number to a set of calculative 
statistical rules to get a new average value for experienced effect on that 
resource for that adaptive behavior. (Statistical rules may be: average is 
not allowed to be change more than 5 points for each time, preventing 
oscillating effects on the rows). 

7. Repeat process. 

Algorithm for gathering runtime data from adaptive behaviors 
 
 
As we see we use the newly added rows in our model is a dynamically changing, 
runtime updated information-pool. We assume that the information is updated by 
the system. Providing mechanisms for handling such information, this pertains to 
the Strategic Manager’s role as a heuristics knowledge tool.  
 
When the system has gathered runtime information for a while, it is feasible to think 
that now the original columns of UP, DOWN or FLAT have become superfluous as 
the rows of experienced effect would tell us the same by just looking at its weight 
(<0 = DOWN, >0 = UP and 0 = FLAT). But the original information is still very 
useful as a bootstrapping mechanism to avoid the feasibility-selection mechanism 
returning random adaptive behaviors at startup.  
The feasibility-selector mechanism should therefore only use the runtime 
information for its selections after a certain period of time or after having measured 
the effect for an adaptive behavior more than some threshold amount of times.  
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Figure 17 - Atomic adaptations with resource snapshots 
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5 Resources and Adaptivity 

Strategic Managers need information about resources. This information should be 
correct and up-to-date. This puts strict demands towards a resource model 
supporting our requirements. 
 
The resource information acquired by Strategic Managers is especially important 
for their role as feasibility-selectors as feasibility-calculations depend heavily on the 
resources and the resources’ capacity and status.  
 
In this chapter we identify and present different requirements we have towards the 
resource model in support of our Strategic Managers. 

5.1 Resource strategy impact 

Imagine an implementation of a streaming application running on an 
implementation on a desktop computer streaming 56Kbps video. If the user has an 
ISDN-line (64Kbps), and tries to stream two independent streams, the system 
should compress the streams to at least 55% original size to achieve the effective 
throughput needed. Kbps=62Kbps. If the same scenario were to 
happen on a PDA using a GPRS-connection, where the user tries to stream two 
streams which together are larger than the available bandwidth, another approach 
may be feasible. This could e.g. be to prevent access for one of the streams. The 
reason for not applying compression in this case could be that having a mobile 
device running on batteries performing compression and/or decompression, is often 
not eligible due to high battery consumption during periods of extensive 
computation.  

%)55)256(( ××

 
We have now identified a need for approaching similar situations differently in 
response to the type of device we are using. Different devices have different 
resource characteristics yielding different approaches to similar problems. In this 
case the battery consumption rate at the PDA was the limiting factor, making it less 
feasible to compress data. 
 
In [Tripathi 2002], the importance of context aware computing is underlined in 
order to choose simpler protocols of communication and presentation to resource-
limited clients.  
 

5.1.1 Renewable and non-renewable resources 

Consider the example of the PDA running on batteries. It is our strategy to try to 
maintain each resource on the system beneath a certain feasibility-threshold. 
Returning to our discussions from above, we identified that we might want to avoid 
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compression due to high power consumption during periods of extensive 
computation. One could achieve this by lowering the feasibility-threshold for the 
CPU-resource, or any other battery consuming resource. This will keep stress on the 
battery lower. But knowing how much you should lower the CPU feasibility-
threshold to achieve which decrease in battery consumption is difficult at best. 
 
We suggest that such situations can best be handled by the Strategic Manager by 
adding another resource. In this case the battery is the new resource. 
 
But introducing battery as a resource is not easy. The battery-resource is special in 
the way that the resource can run out, it is non-renewable. This does not fit into our 
perception of a resource where we want to obtain more of, or renew, resources by 
shifting the load between them.  
 
As the resource battery does not fit into our understanding of a resource capable of 
being a part of adaptation strategies, and thus not into our resource models, we 
propose adding a resource synthesized by the battery resource, namely battery 
consumption. Battery consumption is renewable and thus fits better into our 
understanding of how our resource model should be. Setting the feasibility-
threshold lower for battery-consumption will thus enable our Strategy Manager to 
distribute load between resources, trying to withhold the feasibility-threshold. The 
battery consumption resource is then included in feasibility-calculations, yielding 
that the Strategic Managers will make sure it is included in feasibility-calculations 
properly as all other resources. Thus we suggest that the resource model should 
support synthetic resources. 
 
By introducing battery consumption we do not break the generality of our resource 
profiling mechanisms, making no special distinctions between physical resources 
and our synthetic resources.  
 
 

Adaptive 
behavior CPU Bandwidth Memory

Battery 
Consumption Utility 

Increased 
Compression UP DOWN UP UP - 

Frame filtering UP DOWN FLAT UP - 

Color filtering UP DOWN FLAT UP - 

Extended buffering FLAT FLAT UP FLAT - 

Kill DOWN DOWN DOWN DOWN - 

TCP to UDP FLAT FLAT/DOWN FLAT FLAT - 

UDP to TCP FLAT FLAT/UP FLAT FLAT - 

Table 5 - Introducing Battery Consumption as a resource 

 
 
From this example we see that the Strategic Manager will be able to adapt to its 
new physical environment when the system – now running on batteries – suddenly 
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are introduced to a new source of power. This yields the removal of the ‘Battery 
Consumption’-column in the model. Thus, the Strategic Managers feasibility-
selector might now act differently to changes due to its new and adapted/updated 
information basis. Being notified of introduction of new resources runtime, 
updating the set of resources accordingly is a very important feature for the 
Strategic Managements role as a feasibility selector mechanism.  
 
We have thus created the ability to not only adapt to the changes in resource 
availability, but also to relate to synthetic resources, and the introduction of 
resources, possibly at runtime.  
 
We did this by requiring support for modeling synthetic resources in the resource 
model and by requiring that our model, as seen in Table 5, should support adding 
and removing resources, be it physical or synthetic, at runtime.  
 

5.2 Resource capacity  

Resource usage changes over time, as we expect by the dynamic demands from 
services. This is the basically the rationale for introducing the Strategic Manager. 
Changes in resource usage are not a reason for changing our strategies - it is a 
reason for the Strategic Managers enforcing our strategies. We now proceed to 
identifying the resources ability to change its total capacity, also at runtime.  
 
A resources total capacity is measured in GHz for CPUs, Mega- or Gigabytes for 
memory, Megabits per second for link bandwidth. A ‘typical’ system might have a 
100 Megabit per second (Mbps) Ethernet link, 2 GHz CPU and 1 Gigabyte of RAM 
available. This is normally considered static values that are set at boot time. 
 
In the following sections we will see how we relate to variations in resources’ 
capacity, as well as the stability of resources’ capacity, to strengthen the probability 
of delivering QoS. 
 

5.2.1 Variations in resource capacity 

Runtime variations in resource capacity can have an enormous impact on the 
resource availability situation. Consider our model once more. Think of the ‘effects’ 
in the model depicted as UP, FLAT or DOWN in the table (e.g. Table 5) as relative to 
the total capacity of the resource. E.g. the total capacity of the CPU might be 100 
cycles a millisecond, using 50 of these is FLAT in relation to using 30 cycles a 
millisecond if the total capacity is 60 cycles.  

Mathematically this is shown as: 
60
30

100
50

= .  

 
This relation is expressed as  
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CAPACITY
USAGECURRENTSTATUSRESOURCE __ =  

Equation 1 - Resource Status 

  
 
Knowing this, we realize that what can make usage of a resource go UP, is not only 
the increase of CURRENT_USAGE. Also, an decrease of CAPACITY will increase the 
RESOURCE_STATUS.  
 
Consider running some services on a laptop. The laptop is running on resources 
with, as earlier mentioned ‘typical’ levels of total resource capacity. The CPU has a 
total capacity of 2GHz, memory has a total capacity of storing 1GB, and the link 
has a total capacity of 100 Mbps. It is plugged in with a power supply, so we don’t 
have to use battery consumption as a resource. At a given moment during the 
execution, we have a resource availability graph as illustrated in Figure 18. 
 

50%

100%

CPU Link Memory
 

Figure 18 - Resource Status, running on batteries 

 
The lap-top user now wants to move into another room of the building. The room 
he is in now does not supply wired links, only WiFi connections. The user unplugs 
the power supply. Having a Intel Pentium CPU with speed stepping adaptive 
behavior [Fujitsu Siemens], the CPU suddenly steps down to 1.5 GHz. This makes 
the CAPACITY go down, which in turn makes the RESOURCE STATUS of the CPU-
resource go up. The user then walks towards the room where the wired lines are. 
Closing in on this new room, the WiFi signals get weaker as there is not as good 
WiFi-coverage in the room with wired connection to the Internet, thus the total 
capacity of the link reduces as well. The user finally stops at the new location, and 
can plug the link wire into the machine. He realizes that he has forgotten his power 
supply in the first room, and decides to go get it. Meanwhile, the services on his 
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laptop are still running. Before he gets his power supply, we are faced with the 
Resource Status situation seen in Figure 19 (with the possible addition of battery 
consumption, which we choose to leave out) given that none of the services running 
on the system has changed resource usage profile since we left our original location. 
  
We see from Figure 19 that even though the user have not started any new services, 
and, assuming that the services running are persistent in their resource usage on his 
walk from A to B, the total RESOURCE STATUS for CPU still has gone up. This 
is not because we are using more cycles, but because we are having fewer cycles to 
use. CAPACITY has decreased. The resource has changed its profile. In addition 
we see link resource utilization has gone down. This is because the link resource 
has changed as well. From having only a CAPACITY of 11 Megabit WiFi-link 
available, we now have about 100 Mbps CAPACITY of the link resource 
bandwidth. 
 

50%

100%

CPU Link Memory
 

Figure 19 - Resource status balance, new situation 

 
Adapting to this new resource situation is ensured by maintaining an updated 
system resource graph. If the resource graph is updated with information of the total 
capacity of the resource, whenever it has changed, it is able to, by use of the 
equation 

CAPACITY
USAGECURRENTSTATUSRESOURCE __ = , supply our feasibility calculating 

mechanisms with just the updated information for it to figure out the most feasible 
behavior also yielding concern for the current capacity for each resource. Having 
identified CAPACITY as being changeable, we propose naming this to 
CURRENT_CAPACITY.  
 
How information about resource total capacity is obtained and maintained is not in 
the scope of this thesis. We assume system support for discovery and reporting of 
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such properties of resources. Again, we are identifying the topic of incorporating 
such information into our models as a potentially critical topic for maintaining a 
high probability of being able to deliver QoS to services running on the system. We 
have now identified the ability to maintain real-time information about a resource’s 
CURRENT_CAPACITY is an important requirement for our resource model. 
 
Having from before identified feasibility threshold as an important property which 
we include as a property for each resource, we use the QuA resource model draft 
[Abrahamsen, 2004] to include our identified requirements. The resource status 
model with our suggested terminology-change is shown in Figure 20. The 
extensions to the model are shown in white boxes, as the existing parts of the QuA 
resource-model is shown in gray boxes. 
 
A requirement in the QuA resource model draft states that it must keep of resource 
status during runtime. We extend this statement from applying to current usage and 
current reserved to also apply to capacity, here referred as current capacity.  
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Figure 20 - QuA resource status model 
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5.3 Resource stability  

Knowing that a resource can change its capacity at runtime, we realize that the 
frequency of such changes will tell us something about the resource’s stability. We 
will show how knowing a resource’s stability of resource capacity, can increase our 
ability to maintain a stable runtime environment. 
 
We realize that going from wired links to wireless links greatly compromises the 
stability of the link. Both wired and wireless networks suffer from congestion from 
time to time due to changes in the links resource availability. This congestion is 
unpredictable in today’s Internet regardless of the physics of the networks. In 
addition to this, wireless networks add resource instability to this calculation. This 
makes the unpredictability in wireless networks greater than in wired networks. For 
example, relocating yourself behind a brick wall while running some streaming 
application over a wireless link may interfere with your throughput rate of the link 
permanently.  
 
We will now illustrate how to use information about resource stability to increase 
our probability of providing QoS in distributed environments. 
 
Considering resource stability in our feasibility-selectors could be done either by 
maintaining a stability parameter in our model, which is increased a certain value 
for every change of current capacity. Or, one could add weights of stability to 
resources statically, weighing never-changing resources to 1 and totally 
unpredictable resources to 0. These factors can then be used when weighting the 
feasibility of an adaptive behavior which changes usage of a certain resource. This 
will cause a decrease in applying adaptive behaviors adding load to the most 
unstable resources. This leads to decreased probability of pushing unstable 
resources close to their current capacity which again increases our chances of not 
being affected by their instability-issues.  
 
Thus we have identified resource instability as a factor decreasing our probability of 
delivering QoS in distributed environments where there exist resources capable of 
being unstable. We end this section by proposing an extension to the QuA resource 
model draft [Abrahamsen, 2004], namely adding a real-time updated property of a 
resource which we choose to term current stability. 
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Figure 21 - Extending the QuA resource status model draft 

 
 

5.4 Introducing new resources 

As part of the Strategic Managers ability to adapt to different resources and 
changing resource capacity, we have already discussed the possibility of using or 
disregarding different abstract resources in our model. How to, in the physical 
world, introduce new resources, is not in the scope of this thesis. However, we will 
now discuss the possibility for incorporating these into our model. 
 
It is possible that we have to embed new resources into our system. This might be 
some kind of external plugged in device which is in possession of a maximum 
ability and otherwise all characteristic which distinguishes a resource or it might be 
a special type of synthetic resource as in our earlier example of incorporating 
battery consumption as a resource. Embedding this into our model is then straight 
forward. We do this by adding another resource column alongside every other 
resource in our model (Table 1). We also have to fill in the cells in which the 
adaptive behaviors’ effect on this new resource is recorded. Once a resource has 
been added to the model it should be possible to enable and disable the resource 
dynamically according to the current physical situation. 
 
Keeping the system resource graph updated with information on this resource 
would have to be supported by the system. How this is achieved is outside the scope 
of our system. We are merely pointing out that whenever there is support for 
incorporating a resource, be it physical or synthetic, as long as we are able to model 
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the resource according to the resource model we are able to introduce the resource 
into our models for adaptations for use by the Strategic Management functions. 
 

5.5 Summary 

Topics covered in this chapter generally related to our requirements towards a 
resource model for supporting strategic management. Basing our discussions on the 
resource model draft for the QuA architecture, we have identified additional 
requirements to the model and we have made suggestions towards extending the 
resource status model.  
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6 Implementing a Strategic Manager  

In this section we are addressing the identified mechanisms and requirements from 
chapters 3, 4 and 5 in relation to the QuA-platform towards implementing a 
Strategic Management function. We will elaborate how we will relate to these 
identified mechanisms as well as identifying how we need to adjust our models to 
align them with the QuA architecture goals of generic and platform handled QoS. 
As a basis for this discussion is the current version of the QuA-platform 
Independent Model and the article [Staehli et. al, 2004]. The current draft of the 
QuA resource-model [Abrahamsen, 2004] has also been an important input. 
 
We have not implemented a running version of the Strategic Management service. 
This is due to the following reasons.  

• The Java-version of the QuA-platform is currently under development as 
part of a master thesis due for submission later this year. Therefore it is very 
complex task to do anything useful with it without detailed knowledge about 
its use.  

• During the last four months there has been presented only one distributed 
service on the QuA-platform – an audio-demo on the java platform 
implementation. The service’s purpose was to aid to the continued 
development of the Java-implementation of QuA. 

• There has not been sufficient time since the emergence of a reference 
platform for QuA for a development of such a Strategic Management 
service.  

6.1 Points on implementation 

In QuA everything is a service. Thus the Strategy Manger will be implemented as a 
QuA service. Implementing the Strategic Manager as a service ensures its the 
ability to deploy it hierarchic, as the Strategic Manager can be in the managed set of 
a Strategic Manager itself - as can any other service. We will be inspecting the topic 
of hierarchic deployment of Strategic Managers in section 6.4. 
 
Service-implemented Strategic Manager also ensures that it may evolve, as it can be 
replaced by a new and improved Strategic Manager service. The component-based 
architecture of QuA also ensures that components of the implementation can be 
replaced to offer specialized behavior for certain parts of the management-
functions.  
 

6.2 Generalizing the model 

As we are now going to align our models and theories towards a defined system, we 
have to make some adjustments regarding our models of adaptive behaviors. The 
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adjustments apply both to our view of adaptive behaviors and to our view of 
resources.  
 
Until now we have focused on model readability to achieve a good grounds for 
discussions. We now want to make certain generalizations concerning resources and 
adaptive behaviors. We do not wish to limit ourselves to some predefined set of 
resources, nor do we want to be dependent of certain types of adaptive behaviors.  
 
We will now make an effort towards generalizing the models towards the QuA-
platform. 
 
Returning to our discussions from chapter 5, we are first using the QuA resource 
model draft [Abrahamsen, 2004] in our resource discussions. The following issues 
are addressed.  

• We have to generalize the resources to maintain the possibility of 
introducing new resources into the system after design-time.  

• We will also be discussing additional requirements towards the resource 
model.  

• Finally we are going into detail on the adaptive behaviors.  
• Regarding both topics of resources and adaptive behaviors will be 

investigating how to update our models accordingly. 
 

6.2.1 Generalizing resources 

The QuA-resource model states that resources should be classified into types, 
according to their properties and how they are treated. This typing of resources 
allows us to include support for each resource type in our Strategic Manager’s 
models, making us able to support any resource supported by the QuA resource 
model. 
 
Resource capacity and current usage both must be made available according to the 
QuA resource model. We have already discussed the Strategic Managers need for 
obtaining runtime updated values from current usage. We have also, in section 5.2, 
renamed capacity in the resource model to reflect the runtime requirements of this 
information. We therefore called it current capacity. We assume, for the purpose of 
this thesis, that runtime information about capacity is supported in the QuA 
resource model. The QuA resource model also provides means for resource 
reservation.  
 
To generalize and do proper layering, as we in early sections introduced as an 
important requirement for QoS management, we see that we should not relate to 
specific physical resources. Instead we should supply support for resources modeled 
according to the resource model. Where we, for purpose of illustration have used 
CPU, memory and link as examples of resources, we now, for purpose of 
implementation, use resource types. Resources are modeled after the resource 
model illustrated in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22 - QuA Resource Types Model 

 
An updated model can be seen in Table 6. Each resource has a type and each 
resource can be queried to identify its properties. We denote each type of resource a 
number from 1 to m.  
 
 
  Resource #1 Resource #2 … Resource #m Utility 
Increased 
Compression UP DOWN … UP - 

Frame filtering UP DOWN … FLAT - 

Color filtering UP DOWN … FLAT - 

Extended buffering FLAT FLAT … UP - 

Table 6 - Generalizing resources in the model 

 
 
For simplicity we will use m=3 in illustrations from now on. We will not go into 
detail on types and properties of each resource, but we assume querying of such 
properties is supported. 
 
Using the QuA resource model, the following of our identified requirements are 
now met: 

• Our model, as shown in Table 6, is now able to support any kind of resource 
which we are able to model according to QuA resource model draft. 

• Due to our already identified extensions to the model, we are able to obtain 
information about the current capacity and current usage of the resource. 
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• Division of services into service-classes can be obtained as we are able to 
support the reservation scheme which we proposed in Figure 28 in section 
6.4 by reserving certain amounts of resources at each Strategic Manager 
level. 

 
 

6.2.2 General adaptive behaviors 

Our model contains several adaptive behaviors as we can see from Table 6. The 
model, depicting each type of adaptive behavior, is limited towards predefined set 
of adaptive behaviors in the model. To ensure not to exclude any form of adaptive 
behavior, and to meet the requirements of proper layering, we want to avoid 
including the specifics of behaviors directly into our model. We are therefore 
proposing an extension to the model which is very important as we now are aiming 
for an implementation of the models. The update does not change earlier 
conclusions. Still, it is a considerable upgrade to the model towards an 
implementation as it opens for unlimited types of adaptive behaviors without the 
need for explicit definition of their characteristics into the model. We do not need 
any knowledge about their implementation or functionality. 
 
Adaptive behavior should, as we have stated in previous sections, be implemented 
in specialized components. Its details of implementation is not of concern for the 
services, therein the Strategy Manager . 
 
We identify the following new requirements towards services 

• Adaptation resource-profile: A service should be able to specify a profile for 
the adaptive behaviors which its components implement. The profile 
represents the effect the behavior has on each resource involved.  

• Adaptation utility-change: A service should be able to predict the 
implications the adaptive behavior will have on its utility. 

• Services should be able to compose these profiles from information gathered 
from components within its composition that implements the adaptive 
behavior.  

 
The details of how a service should be able to gather or compose these profiles is 
not in the scope of this thesis, this is component-level tasks. As Strategic Managers 
are also services, we will also be addressing how Strategic Managers meet these 
requirements. 
 
Together we refer the adaptation resource profile and the adaptation utility-change 
as the adaptation profile. The adaptation profile linked with the service advertising 
the profile is termed an adaptive event. Terms for the updated model (Table 7) can 
be seen in Figure 23. Each adaptive event receives a unique identifier in our model.  
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We have the following assumptions towards adaptive events: 
• A service can advertise zero or more adaptive events. 
• An adaptive event can only be applied once. Reusable adaptive events 

therefore have to re-advertise themselves after being applied. 
• Each adaptive event has a certain feasibility depending on the current 

resource status situation. 
 
Using the generalized adaptive events instead of specific adaptive behaviors, we 
have to update our models accordingly by removing the adaptive behaviors 
replacing those with each service’s set of adaptive events. 
 

-0.12-20%0%-4%13.Service #n

-0.120%-50%+25%12.Service #n

-0.08-20%0%-4%11.Service #n-1

……………

-0.010%-50%+25%4.Service #1

-0.12-20%0%-4%3.Service #1

-0.080%-50%+25%2.Service #1

-0.01-20%0%-4%1.Service #1

UtilityResource #3Resource #2Resource #1

Adaptive 
event

Resources
Adaptation profile

Adaptation utility-changeAdaptation resource-profile jiC ,∆ iU∆

 
Figure 23 - Adaptive events 

 
Instead of the specific adaptive behavior being listed on the far left, we have put in 
the name of the advertising service and a unique adaptive event identifier. Each 
service now has potentially several rows in the model, one for each adaptive event 
which it advertises. In our example model, service #1 has 4 rows, namely adaptive 
event numbers 1 through 4. This implies that service #1 has 4 different adaptation 
profiles which it can provide through applying some adaptive behavior. The 
adaptive behavior triggered by applying an adaptive event to its advertising service 
(e.g. compression), is of no interest of the Strategic Manager. The Strategic Manger 
is only concerned with the result on resources’ current usage, C∆ , according to the 
current resource status situation. The adaptation profile of each adaptive event is 
the basis for the feasibility-selector mechanisms of the Strategic Manager.  
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Resource 
#1 

Resource 
#2 

Resource 
#3 

Utility 
prediction 

1) Service #1 -4% 0% -20% -0.01 

2) Service #1 +25% -50% 0% -0.08 

3) Service #1 -4% 0% -20% -0.12 

4) Service #1 +25% -50% 0% -0.01 

5) Service #2 -4% 0% -20% -0.08 

6) Service #2 +25% -50% 0% -0.12 

7) Service #2 -4% 0% -20% -0.01 

8) Service #2 +25% -50% 0% -0.08 

9) Service #2 -4% 0% -20% -0.12 

10)Service #3 +25% -50% 0% -0.01 

11)Service #3 -4% 0% -20% -0.08 

12)Service #3 +25% -50% 0% -0.12 

13)Service #3 -4% 0% -20% -0.12 

Table 7 - Generalizing adaptive techniques into general adaptation profiles 

 
When selecting adaptive events, we see that we now also are selecting the service 
for adaptation in the process. 
 
From the services’ requirements of providing an adaptation resource-profile and 
adaptation utility-change, we are also able to fill inn the estimated values as 
advertised, yielding a detailed model. These values are the basis for feasibility 
calculations.  
 
How the components in the service’s composition calculate adaptation profiles is 
not in this thesis’ scope. The values are gathered from the components 
advertisements. The service composes a set of adaptive events from these 
advertisements. 

6.2.3 Utility functions 

We have delayed the introduction of utility functions until now. The reason this is 
that utility functions are not relevant for discussion until we introduce the details of 
the feasibility-calculations. The feasibility-equation makes use of utility. We will 
therefore now introduce our utility-definitions.  
 
Service utility is defined to be the value that is profited by the system when a given 
service is allocated a certain portion of each resource [Rajkumar et. al, 1997]. Using 
this definition as a basis, we detail this as follows:  

• Utility is the services measurement of appreciation of the current runtime 
conditions it is presented with by the system.  

• Utility is thus translatable to the service’s will to pay. 
• Thus a service’s utility is directly translatable to system utility. 
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• Total system utility is the sum of all services’ utility weighted according to a 
priority for each service. 

• According to the above definitions, provisioning a service with more 
resources can cause an increase in its utility only if the service appreciate 
the resources it is offered. This is reflected in the services offered adaptation 
utility-change in the advertised adaptive events.  

 
Services will generally appreciate the resources it is offered if it leads to increased 
ability to respond faster, send better quality data, be more reliable or by any mean 
provide the user with higher levels of quality in one or more Quality dimensions. 
 
As we do not address the topic of resource reservation and provisioning in this 
thesis, we make no distinction between a service’s current resource usage and its 
reservation. We assume a service is able to use what is has reserved. 
 
How much the utility changes for the service, is calculated by a utility function. We 
assume here that a service calculates its own utility. A services utility is weighted 
according to the service’s priority. We assume some way of prioritizing is provided. 
A service has a minimum set of requirements on each resource. Failing to fulfill this 
minimum renders the service useless – its utility becomes 0. 
  

6.3 Feasibility calculations 

The utility functions, which we have been discussing, will calculate the current 
utility for a system. A service is also able to present us with the predicted change in 
utility according to some advertised change resource usage. We have discussed 
these advertisements of adaptation resource-profiles and utility-changes making up 
adaptive events in previous sections. 
 
The feasibility of applying an adaptive event is calculated by the feasibility-
selectors. It depends both on the service’s utility-change, as well as how the 
adaptation resource-profile fits the current resource status situation. The current 
resource status situation gives every resource’s current usage. 
 
Combined, the predicted change to service utility, versus the adaptation resource-
profile match, will provide the information needed to calculate the feasibility of 
triggering a specific adaptive event.  
 
Using the model as we have proposed it after introducing a general resource model 
and general adaptive events to it (Table 7 page 57), we are now able to start our 
feasibility calculations, which are at the core of our strategic management system. 
 
Whenever the systems Strategic Management function decides that it should start 
some leveling operations according to the strategy it pertains to, it triggers the event 
of feasibility selection. 
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6.3.1 The feasibility-equation 

We define resources and services based on the Q-RAM model. The Q-RAM-
definitions are as follows (as gathered from [Rajkumar et. al., 1997]). The system 
consists of n services { } 1,...,, 21 ≥nnτττ  and m resources { } 1,...,, 21 ≥mRRR m . Each 
resource  has a finite capacity. Let the portion of resource  allocated to 
application 

jR jR

iτ  be denoted by . jiR ,

 
Further details of Q-RAM are not included as it is not relevant to the discussions 
here. 
 
We add to the above definitions that every service has a finite set of advertised 
adaptive events, there are  adaptive events ir { } 0,...,, 21 ≥ir rααα for each resource. 

Thus we have  adaptive events. 
i

n

i i r∑=
×=∂

1
τ

 
[Rajkumar et. al, 1997] introduce the following definitions. 

• The system  utility, , of an application iU iτ  is defined to be the value that is 
profited by the system when iτ  is allocated ( )miii

i RRRR ,2,1, ,,, ⋅⋅⋅= . In other 

words, ( )i
i RUU = .  is referred to as the utility function of iU iτ .  

 
We add the following definitions to support our feasibility-calculations. 

• Each service has a weight   01 ≥≥ iw
• The current usage of a resource is given by , which we assume is the 

same as what it is reserved. 
iR iC

• The change in utility  is the change in accrued value by the system 
when 

iU∆

iτ ’s current usage is changed { }miii
i CCCC ,2,1, ,...,, ∆∆∆=∆ . In other 

words  = ( ). iU∆ U∆ iC∆ iU∆  is referred as the utility-change and ranges 
from 1 to -1. 

•  is provided to the Strategic Manager in percentages of the total 
capacity of the resource. 

iC∆

• Each resource has a feasibility threshold, .  iT
• The current usage of a resource in relation to  gives it current resource 

deviation, = - .  
iR iT

iD iC iT
• The total system utility ( )nRRRU ,,, 21 ⋅⋅⋅  is defined to be the sum of the 

weighted application utility of the applications, i.e. 
 ( ) ∑ =

=⋅⋅⋅
n

i
i

ii
n RUwRRRU

1
21 )(,,,
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Figure 24 - Deviation and resource usage change 

 
 
According to the above definitions, our model now looks as shown in Table 8. 
 

  Resource #1 Resource #2 … Resource #m Utility 

1.Service #1 ikC ,∆  ikC ,∆  
… ikC ,∆  kU∆  

... .Service #1 ikC ,∆  ikC ,∆  
… ikC ,∆  kU∆  

1r .Service #1 ikC ,∆  ikC ,∆  
… ikC ,∆  kU∆  

… … … … … … 

∂ .Service #n ikC ,∆  ikC ,∆  
… ikC ,∆  kU∆  

Table 8 - The model, a general overview 

 
 
Feasibility of applying adaptive event kα  can now be constructed according to the 
above definitions. 

•  = k
Fα )
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The equation states that the feasibility of applying adaptive event kα  is 1 minus the 
average deviation from feasibility threshold for every resource after we have 
applying adaptive event kα . We have chosen to set the impact of utility the same as 
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the impact of one resource, if the service has been assigned a weight =1. If the 
weight  is less than one, utility weighs less than one resource.  

kw

kw
 
Feasibility calculations using the above equation, is able to produce the best 
adaptive event according to our current resource status situation.  
 
With the feasibility calculations above we support the conclusions from [Hafid, 
1995] stating that the more useful we distribute our resources, the more available 
we are making the system, having to turn down fewer service requests. This is 
supported by adapting only the most feasible services in the most feasible way. As 
we will return to in later discussions, this conclusion is also supported by the fact 
that we only provide the most feasible services with more resources.  
  
Also we will show how we, also using these feasibility-calculations, support 
conclusions from [Rajkumar et. al, 1997] stating that we should try to maximize 
total utility for making the system of most value. Conclusion is also supported by 
only providing the most feasible services with more resources. 
 

6.3.2 Triggering feasibility calculations 

When we either exceed or go below 
deviation threshold in current resource 
deviation, , feasibility calculations 
should be initiated. Figure 25 shows how 
the deviation threshold relates to the 
feasibility threshold.  

iD

150%

100%

Deviation threshold
Feasibility threshold

C
urrentresource

deviation

 
Figure 25 - Thresholds 

 
We have one such threshold per resource, 
and have to monitor each resource’s 
current usage. Any resource that has a 
current resource deviation beyond any of 
these thresholds will trigger feasibility 
calculations. 
 
 

6.3.3 Identified weaknesses of the feasibility-equation 

We proposed the following feasibility equation at the core of our feasibility-
selector: 
 

k
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We will now point out some weaknesses of this particular equation. We will also 
explain how these weaknesses also help us identify the strength of our feasibility-
selector. 
 
The equation weighs each resource as heavily as it weighs the utility. This has a 
major impact on how the system will respond to different resource availability 
situations. We are not certain of how such a feasibility-equation should be to 
achieve the best strategic system behavior. This is subject to testing. We have not 
had the opportunity of putting our proposed feasibility-equation to the test, as we 
have not been able to present a running implementation. Thus our contribution is 
not the feasibility-equation itself, rather our contribution consists of providing the 
mechanism that allows use of such an equation. The strength of the feasibility-
selector is realized by the ability to limit the problem down to a mathematical 
equation and some threshold-parameters. This enables us to identify weaknesses of 
both the equation and the thresholds and make adjustments accordingly. 
 
We do expect the proposed equation to perform well when it comes to leveling 
resource usage whenever resources exceed their boundary above feasibility 
thresholds. The equation will properly identify the most resource usage decreasing 
adaptive behaviors which reduces the total system utility the least. We do not, 
however, expect the feasibility-equation to perform as well when it comes to 
calculating most feasible adaptive events for use towards maximizing system utility 
whenever resources are below their lower deviation thresholds. It will be able to 
produce utility increasing adaptive events, but it will not always be able to produce 
the ultimate adaptive events in every situation. Performing tests and developing a 
more sophisticated feasibility-equation for utility maximization is thus relevant 
tasks for future work on this subject. 
 

6.3.4 Testing the feasibility-calculations 

There are several points worth mentioning towards putting the feasibility-
calculations to the test, both regarding the feasibility-equation and the thresholds. 

6.3.4.1 Testing the equation 
Above we discussed the weighting between utility and resource usage in the 
feasibility-equation. We chose to weigh the service’s utility-change as much as the 
change in one resource’s usage, at most, depending on weight.  
 
Whichever equation one would choose to implement, a solution for testing this is by 
providing more Strategic Manager knobs (Strategic Manager Knobs are discussed 
in section 4.1.2). By parameterization of the feasibility-equation one would allows 
for shifting weights between utility-change and resource usage change, possibly 
also allowing for shifting of weights between each resource according to their 
system importance.  
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6.3.4.2 Setting the thresholds 
We will now mention a few important factors to consider when setting these 
thresholds. 
 
Feasibility threshold  

• Nature of the resource. Different resources have different behavior. Some 
resources perform as well when current usage is 10% as when resource 
current usage is 90%, or even more. Setting the feasibility threshold to low 
on such resources could limit the potential of the resource. On the other 
hand, as an Ethernet-link is a good example of, a resource may have 
worsened performance the higher the current usage is. Knowledge of such 
resource details will aid towards finding the ultimate feasibility threshold for 
each resource. 

• Resource stability. We have already extended the QuA resource model with 
resource stability. An unstable resource should given consideration by 
setting the feasibility threshold sufficiently low. This will guide the systems 
strategic behavior towards limiting the use of this resource, whenever it is 
possible and feasible. 

 
Deviation threshold 
We have already discussed setting the deviation thresholds in section 4.1.2 in our 
discussions of strategic manager knobs. 
 
 

6.4 Recursive Strategic Managers  

Middleware systems and applications are meant to scale up to large proportions. We 
should therefore build a scalable Strategic Managers. Centralizing control into one 
unit does not scale. We therefore suggest enabling the possibility for deploying 
Strategic Managers recursively onto the system, yielding a hierarchic structure.  
 
 
If a single Strategic Manager have all services in its managed set, the Strategic 
Manager is applied in a flat structure. See Figure 26 for illustration of managed set. 
A managed set is defined as a set of services subject to a Strategic Managers 
management. A Strategic Manager is implemented as any other service on the 
system, and can therefore also be in the managed set of a Strategic Manager. Any 
service has only one manager. A Strategic Manager not contained in anyone’s 
managed set is the top level Strategic Manager, or root Strategic Manager. The root 
Strategic Manager is bootstrapped with the system the first time it starts, assuming 
that the Strategic Management is implemented as a core service of the QuA-
architecture.  
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Root Strategic Manager

Managed Set of SM #1

Managed Set of SM #4

Managed Set of SM #2

Managed Set of SM #3

SM #1

SM #2 S SM #3

S S S S S

S S

SM #4

Sa

 
Figure 26 - ‘Managed Set’-Graph 

 
 
There should only be one top-level Strategic Manager on each system. A Strategic 
Manager will view a Strategic Manager only as a service, making no distinction of 
it from a regular service. Therefore we have to avoid cycles in the management-
graph. This is ensured by manual planning of Strategic Management graphs (e.g. by 
predefining some set of service classes) or by safe deployment of Strategic 
Managers according to a set of rules before the manager is initialized. Services are 
able to advertise their resource demands and adaptive profiles upwards in the 
management graph to their Strategic Manager – allowing the Strategic Manager to 
obtain the right amount of resources for safe management of their managed set. The 
Strategic Managers, also being services, advertise their resource demands and 
adaptive profiles upwards in the management graph. The advertised amount of 
resources needed is calculated from the sum of demands from services in its 
managed set. Similarly the set of adaptive profiles of a Strategic Manager is the sum 
of adaptive profiles from the services in its managed set.  
 
Services all conform to interfaces allowing the Strategic Manager to manage them 
by adapting them to new resource usage levels. Adaptation requests are forwarded 
onto the service’s components which implements the adaptive behavior. Again, 
since the Strategic Manager is a service, it should also conform to the same 
interface Instead of forwarding the adaptation request onto its components, it will 
treat the request somewhat different from a regular service. The Strategic Manager 
will instead forward the request onto its managed set by using its feasibility-selector 
mechanisms. The recursivity yields that the adaptation request may be forwarded 
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onto another Strategic Manager. Not having cycles in our managed-set graph 
ensures that the request will end up at an adaptable regular service which will 
project the request onto its set of adaptable components. This process is illustrated 
in Figure 27. 
 

Strategic 

Manager #1

Service #1

Service #2

Adaptable

Adaptable

Adaptable

Strategic 
Manager #2

Adaptable

 
Figure 27 - Propagated adapt-requests 

 
Thus we have ensured a recursive implementation of Strategic Managers. In 
addition to scalability, which we have already mentioned, the hierarchy of Strategic 
Managers also creates possibilities for having several different service classes 
running side by side in the same logical system. In a system supporting resource 
reservations one can create different classes of service to support different levels of 
QoS to differently prioritized services. We could state that 40% of our resources 
should  be reserved our top 10%  best paying services and the remaining 60% of the 
resources should be reserved to the remaining 90% services. Within the 90% lowest 
paying services, 50% of these should have 75% of the 60% of the total resources, 
and the remaining 50% should have the rest of the resources, that is 25% of the 
same 60%. The scheme outlined above can sound like an administrative 
complexity. Yet, it is easily expressed with a recursive structure projected onto 
Strategic Managers and managed sets of services as show in Figure 28. Allowing 
each manager access to its own system resource representation with the total 
capacity of each resource showing as their delegated part of the resource as being 
total capacity of the resource, will enable each Strategic Manager acting in their 
own environment as if acting in a protected environment. (We discuss resource 
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capacity in section 5.2.1, and have illustrated the concept in the resource model 
illustrated in Figure 20)  
 
We illustrate such a resource reservation situation in Figure 28. By delegating the 
top 10% paying customers into the set of managed services by Strategic Manager 
#2 and at the same time giving it control over 40% of the resources managed by 
Strategic Manager #1, these 40% will show as the resource’s total capacity to 
Strategic Manager #2, we are effectively defining the ‘world’ of the Strategic 
Managers. As we see from the figure, one could easily reserve different levels of 
each resource independently between each resource into this model. 
 

#3:1.2GHZ, 600MB RAM, 60MBIT#2:800MHZ, 400MB RAM, 40MBIT

60%

25%

40%

#5:0.3GHZ, 150MB RAM, 15MBIT

75%

SM #4

SM #1

#1:2GHZ, 1GB RAM, 100MBIT

SM #2

S

#4:0.9GHZ, 450MB RAM, 45MBIT

SM #3

S S Sa S S S S S

SM #5

 
Figure 28 - Managed set-graph with reservation  

 
 
 
With such a structure, with different reservations for each Strategic Manager, each 
Strategic manager is free to enforce any type of strategy. Each Strategic Manager 
can manage its set within its resource limitations any way it seems fit. It could even 
be built specially for one service type which it aims to manage. Our demands 
towards a Strategic Manager are merely that it supports the described interfaces and 
functionality. At the least is must implement the interface Adaptable, and it must be 
able to advertise adaptive events upwards in the management graph.   
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6.5 Adaptation profile gathering 

The Strategic Manager’s process of gathering adaptation profiles from its managed 
set is done in a hierarchical manner repeating a quite simple algorithm. The process 
is illustrated in Figure 29, showing a Strategic Manager with only one service in its 
managed set. 
 
The process starts at the leaves of the managed set-tree, at the service-level. How 
this is initiated is not addressed, but having the root Strategic Manager issue update 
requests is one possible approach. Starting at the leaves, and as no Strategic 
Manager is ever a leaf node in our service tree, this is a regular QuA-service. Its 
adaptive components (possibly all) announce the changes they can make on 
resource usage (1) in exchange for some loss or gain in utility. The service 
composes these advertisements into a set of adaptation profiles it can offer (2). 
 

1) Adaptive components 
announces their adaptation 
profiles in amount of change on 
resource

2) Services 
calculate the 
different 
adaptation profiles 
it can announce, 
and the inflictions 
on utility

4) Insert adaptation profiles into 
adaptations-model

Service #1

5) If in Strategic Managers set, forward 
adaptation profiles as if own. Create 
internal mapping towards Service #1. 
When reaching topmost Strategic 
Manager, perform 4)

3) Advertise adaptation profiles to 
Strategic Manager

Strategic 
Manager

 
Figure 29 - Calculations of adaptation profiles and utility-change 

 
The adaptation profiles which the service can offer is then advertised to the 
Strategic Manager (3). Whenever a Strategic Manager receives such advertisements 
it will insert the adaptation profiles into the model (4). If itself is in a managed set 
of a Strategic Manager, it will also propagate the adaptation profiles upwards (5), as 
if they were its own adaptation profiles. It should then ensure proper mapping 
towards the services originating the advertisements. 
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6.6 Adaptations 

 
To ensure the functionality of the Strategic Manager, making it able to adapt as it 
sees feasible, we need standard interfaces offered by services that the Strategic 
Manager can use to issue adapt-requests to services and which it will use to gather 
adaptation profiles from the service. 
 
Application developers in QuA do not worry about implementing QoS awareness 
into the services they are specifying. We need a standardized framework that hides 
the detail of QoS enabling services. The task of implementing QoS awareness is left 
for the ‘specialists’, the component developers. This service framework for QoS-
awareness should discover adaptable components and gather adaptation profiles 
from these. We assume that the components and services are enabled to 
communicate such information without the intervention of the application 
developers.  
 
Services are able to communicate the information about adaptive profiles, gathered 
from its components, to their managing Strategic Manager. We assume this 
functionality is achieved through an interface Adaptable. Every QoS-aware service 
should implement this interface.  
 
The interface should support the following queries. 

• Requests for adaptation profiles. Services should be able to return a set of 
adaptation profiles on demand. 

• The interface should handle requests for applying an advertised adaptive 
profile. This is handled by projecting the request onto the components 
advertising the profile.  

 
 
The Strategic Manager differs in implementation from a regular service in its 
implementation of this Adapt-functionality on both points. Strategic Managers 
advertise adaptive events as the services in its managed set’s sum of adaptive 
events. This is illustrated in Figure 29. Also, the Strategic Manager will forward a 
request for applying an adaptive event onto the service who advertised it. This is 
shown in Figure 27. The service advertising it can again be a Strategic Manager. In 
Figure 27 we see that we are forwarding the adapt request to either one of two 
services (Service #1 or Service #2) or to Strategic Manager #2, depending on which 
adaptive event we are applying. When the service receives an adapt request, it will 
project this request onto components instead of services and Strategic Managers. 
The handling and forwarding of the request is otherwise the same.  
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6.6.1 Applying an adaptive event 

Applying such a request yields that we should remove that adaptive event from the 
service’s set of events. We should possibly initiate a new calculation of adaptive 
events from that service as well, as it has updated its resource situation. 
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Figure 30 - Propagation of adaptive feasibility information 

 
  
Consider several levels of Strategic Managers, and the topmost Strategic Manager, 
#1 in Figure 30 decides to apply an adaptation. If the most feasible adaptive event 
for to the problem that we are addressing has been advertised from a leaf-service in 
the lowest levels of our managed set-graph, the feasible service is not itself visible 
for the topmost Strategic Manager (#1) as it will only see its own managed set, in 
this case Strategic Managers #2 and #3. The feasible service, shown as in Figure 
30, has already propagated its profile to Strategic Manager #1 through Strategic 
Managers #4 and #3 (Points 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 30). Strategic Manager #4, #3 and 
#1 is now in possession of adaptation profiles from . 

aS

aS
 
Thus if Strategic Manager #1 will find the need to adapt to some problem, its 
feasibility-selector mechanisms will conclude that Strategic Manager #3 is the most 
feasible service for adaptation, as this has propagated ’s adaptation profile as 
being its own. Strategic Manager #3 will, as we have explained, map this request 
onto Strategic Manager #4 which in point 2 propagated ’s adaptation profile as 
being its profile. Strategic Manager #4 will propagate the adaptation request onto 

aS

aS
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aS .  will propagate the request onto its adaptable components implementing the 
adaptive behavior. The process of mapping applied adaptation events downwards in 
the hierarchy is shown in points 4, 5 and 6 in the figure above. 

aS

 
When the adaptive event request reaches the service which originated the 
advertisement, it has to forward the request onto the components which advertised 
the adaptive profiles combined into the actual adaptive event advertised from the 
service. This action is illustrated in  
 

Service #1

1b)

Strategic 
Manager

1a)The Strategic Manager receives 
request for adaptive event.

OR

1b) The Strategic Manager calculates 
an adaptive event as most 
feasible.

2)The Strategic Manager requests an 
adaptive event to the service that 
advertised it.

3) The service projects the adaptive 
event onto the components 
supporting the profiles. 

1a)

2)

3)

 
Figure 31 - Projecting adaptive events onto components 

 
 

6.7 Fulfilling the roles of Strategic Management 

In section 3.3 we discuss the Strategic Manager’s roles. We now investigate which 
roles we are able to support in our proposed implementation on the QuA-platform, 
and how. Aiming for an implementation on the QuA-platform, we have also made 
certain adjustments to our earlier models. We are now elaborating on the impact of 
these changes. 
 

6.7.1 The Coordinator  

We are able to realize the support for coordination by the successful introduction of 
the Strategic Manager and its ability to select from several adaptive events in 
response to deviations from resource feasibility thresholds, and whatever rules it 
has set for reacting to these parameters. The ability to initiate adaptive events 
towards services in its managed set in the manner and scale which is seen feasible 
by the Strategic Manager enables it to fulfill its role as a coordinator. 
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6.7.2 The Preventive Manager 

Supported by the QuA resource model is the ability to measure current usage, 
current capacity and to maintain a feasibility threshold. This enables us to monitor 
deviations from the feasibility threshold which we see feasible to correct.  
 
There are two strategies towards forcing the Strategic Manager performing 
preventive management. By adjusting deviation response to a lower value, the 
Strategic Manager will react earlier than when setting deviation response higher, 
yielding a more proactive or preventive approach. The effect of this can be 
strengthened by weighing resource heavier than utility in the feasibility equation. 
This is done by altering the equation. This way stabilizing resources towards 
feasibility threshold is given priority. Figure 32 shows how the Strategic Manager 
will stabilize resources towards their feasibility thresholds before resources get too 
tight. 
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Figure 32 - Preventive management 

 

6.7.3 Utility maximizer 

 
We have made claims that our feasibility-selection mechanisms are capable of 
maximizing the utility of the system. We now give arguments to support this claim. 
 
With our updated model with feasibility-calculations based on adaptation profiles, 
we are able to extend the model not only as having a strategic resource stabilizing 
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and balancing effect but to also being able to contribute to the goal of maximizing 
system utility. 
 
When we are not in scarcity of resources, it is not feasible to apply utility 
decreasing adaptive events. There is nothing to gain from that. When current 
resource usage is low for one or more resources, we might be able to increase 
utility for services directly by providing them with more resources. This yields 
utility increasing adaptation profiles.  
 
By gathering information from services about utility increasing adaptation profiles, 
and inserting these as utility increasing adaptation events into our model, these rows 
will also be included in the feasibility-calculations. These adaptive events will 
become score high in feasibility when resource use is low.  
 
System utility is, as we saw in our earlier definitions, the sum of all weighted 
feasibilities on the system. Maximizing this utility is thus in the interest of the 
system. This involves maximizing utility for services which are feasible to 
maximize. As in our resource usage decreasing adaptations, some adaptive events 
are more feasible according to the current resource status situation than others. To 
select which, is the responsibility of the feasibility-selector. The feasibility-selector 
is now also able to select the services that are most useful giving more resources 
according to the current resource status situation. The most feasible adaptive event 
is the one returning the most utility from the least acquired resources by the right 
type of resource. 
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Figure 33 - Utility maximizing adaptive events 
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In Figure 33 we illustrate the process of maximizing the system utility by selecting 
the most feasible row. Because the negative deviation values from the feasibility 
thresholds, we get highest feasibility from the resource usage increasing adaptive 
event due to its gain in utility as opposed to adaptive event 2 which releases 
resources, but decreases the total system utility. In this case adaptive event 1 is the 
most feasible with a feasibility-score of 0.67. Adaptive event 2 scores merely 0.21 
in feasibility. The Strategic Manager will always choose the adaptive event with the 
highest feasibility, thus we apply adaptive event 1 to the system, which is also 
illustrated in the change in resource usage status in the figure. 
 
Table 9 is an updated version of the model, with utility-increasing rows added to it, 
yielding the role of utility maximizer for the Strategic Manager. 
 
 

  Resource #1 Resource #2 Resource #3
Utility-
change 

1.Service #1 -4% 0% -20% -0.01 

2.Service #1 +25% -50% 0% -0.08 

3.Service #1 -4% 0% -20% -0.12 

4.Service #1 +25% +2% +3% +0.12 

5.Service #2 -4% 0% -20% -0.08 

6.Service #2 +25% -50% 0% -0.12 

7.Service #2 -4% 0% -20% -0.01 

8.Service #2 +25% -50% 0% -0.08 

9.Service #2 0% 20%  20% +0.11 

10.Service #3 +25% -50% 0% -0.01 

11.Service #3 -4% 0% -20% -0.08 

12.Service #3 +25% -50% 0% -0.12 

13.Service #3 +40% 0% 0% +0.06 

Table 9 - Adaptation evens with positive utility-change 

 

6.7.4 Heuristics knowledge pool 

We have already concluded that advertising profiles is the responsibility of the 
adaptive components, not of the Strategic Manager. Therefore we do not address 
this in the context of the QuA-architecture. 
 

6.7.5 Admission control mechanism 

 
Having identified the Strategic Manager as being a utility maximizing mechanism 
and a system stabilizing mechanism, we are now able to identify yet another role for 
the Strategic Manager using the models and roles which we have already 
developed. 
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Without making any modifications to the model itself we will show how we are 
able to use the Strategic manager as an admission control mechanism. This 
admission control mechanism will ensure that we allow only feasible services to 
deploy on the system.  
 
We will enable use of the Strategic Manager as an admission control mechanism by 
making use the QuA Service Planner: 

• The Service Planner receives a request for service initialization. (Point 1 in 
Figure 34) 

• Wanting to deploy a new service onto the system, the Service Planner 
calculates the adaptation resource profile as being the total demand towards 
each resource from the service which it needs to deploy. This is as 
calculating change from the basis of zero, which is the current resource 
usage by a service not yet deployed. 

• The utility-change for an adaptive event representing a service not yet 
deployed is the total achieved utility by deploying the service onto the 
system.  

• The Service Planner should use the adaptation resource profile and the 
utility change to advertise an adaptive event to the Strategic Manager, 
shown as point 2 in the figure. 

• The Strategic Manager will update its model accordingly as seen in point 3.  
An example of such an update is shown in Table 10. 

• The Service Planner should set itself as the advertising service of the 
adaptive event, effectively inserting itself into the managed set of the 
Strategic Manager (see Figure 35) whose system it wants to deploy the 
service onto. We assume the Service Planner is also a service, and thus 
implementing interface Adaptable. 
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Figure 34 - System view of admission control 
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• Due to the Strategic Manager’s utility maximizing role discussed above, its 

feasibility mechanisms will choose the newly created adaptive-event 
whenever it has resources to use and the adaptive event is the most feasible 
to apply. (Point 4 in Figure 34) 

• Whenever the adaptive event is chosen, the QuA Service Planner receives a 
message from the Strategic Manager requesting it to apply the advertised 
adaptive event as illustrated in point 5 in Figure 34. The service planner will 
then consult its mapping, and deploy the service whose request was just 
accepted by the Strategic Manager, point 6 in the figure. 

 
 

  Resource #1 Resource #2 Resource #3 Utility-change 
1.Service Planner  4% 12% 2% 0.5 

Table 10 - Introducing new services 

 
We have now limited the problem of providing an admission control mechanism to 
implementing the identified mechanisms in our discussions above into the Service 
Planner’s implementation. This should be done by providing it with a specialized 
implementation of the Adaptable-interface. 
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Figure 35 - Management view of admission control 
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Using this admission control scheme ensures that the Strategic Manager will only 
deploy services onto the system when feasible and only those that has the most 
feasible adaptation profile (in this case represented as a special case of the 
adaptation profile). 
 
 

6.7.6 Distributed coordinator 

Knowledge about the details of the adaptive techniques, which forms a basis for the 
adaptive events, is not in the scope of the Strategic Manager. This and the fact that 
we have chosen not to address the topic of remote bindings in QuA, the mapping of 
this role onto QuA is out of this thesis’ scope. 
 

6.8 Different mechanisms for different phases 

There are several phases in a service’s lifetime in QuA. We will now describe each 
phase as well as the Strategic Managers role in each of these phases.  The identified 
phases for a service’s lifetime in QuA are the following: 
 
Design 
Modeling and programming. Including support for the proposed Adaptable- 
interface, enabling the service to be managed by a Strategic Manager. Thus we also 
enable the use of QoS-enabled components during design time. 
 
Prediction 
Analysis of a service’s resource demands. This is important towards the Strategic 
Manager’s role as an admission-control mechanism. To be able to calculate if the 
service is feasible for deployment, it relies on well calculated and correct resource 
demands. 
 
Deployment 
Moving the code to run-location. The Strategic Manager is, according to its role as 
an admission control mechanism, deciding which services are feasible to deploy by 
use of its feasibility-selector. The subject was covered in section 6.7.5. 
 
Installation 
Register the service in the repository. No action is taken by the Strategic Manager. 
 
Initialization 
Remote binding for distributed components. We have not included the aspect of 
distributed management in our proposed Strategic Manager for QuA. The Strategic 
Managers takes no actions. 
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Runtime 
The service is running, going about its business. This is when the Strategic Manager 
is fulfilling its roles as coordinator, feasibility-selector, preventive manager and 
utility maximizer. 
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7 Related Work 

 
Several projects are working with implementing QoS awareness into middleware 
systems. CORBA has long been the centre of attention for distributed systems 
research. The more recently Real-Time CORBA standard addresses scheduling 
priority in CORBA and is a small step in the direction of considering the Quality 
dimensions of distributed computing. The ACE ORB is an implementation from the 
TAO project of the Real-Time CORBA standard. But Real-Time CORBA is still 
very narrow and lacks the generality of handling the Quality of Service aspects of 
distributed computing. In addition, the goal of having an adaptive system as we 
have been discussing, and that of achieving real-time functionality is not always 
possible to combine as real-time systems requires reservations that are not tradable. 
We have not been addressing real-time problems in this thesis. 
 
[Ecklund et. al 2002] addresses similar problems as discussed in this thesis. They 
are, as are we, emphasizing the need for having more than only local control for 
each application component. The approach of [Ecklund et. al 2002] is to have 
managers, termed session-managers, managing the hierarchy of components in each 
application. We have earlier argued this is not as high-level coordination as may be 
needed. But due to the recursive nature of their approach we are able to apply their 
hierarchic tactical and strategic managers, by way of adding another session-
manager managing a set of session-managers, at the necessary level of abstraction. 
In this way their approach directly supports the notion of having a high-level 
manager managing a set of, and possibly all, services. This can be directly applied 
in their proposed architecture, and will correspond to our Strategic Managers. 
Further their focus is oriented towards doing the cheapest (or lowest cost) 
adaptations as part of their overall strategy. This deviates from our focus for 
adaptation. The fundament for our approach more of a result oriented angle. We 
have, by not considering the short term resource usage of adaptations and rather 
focusing on the long term benefits, chosen a different focus. Where they are 
concentrating in keeping the strain on the system as low as possible at “this point in 
time”, whereby we are hoping to both strain the system less, and gaining the most 
utility, in the “future” by doing strategic decisions at “this point in time”, and by 
having done this consequently, also in the past, we hope that we also will reap the 
benefits of this at “this point in time”. This makes our tactics somewhat different 
even though our overall goals are similar. 
 
The Quality Objects project (QuO) is adding adaptivity to the CORBA middleware 
standard. They define the term quosket. A quosket corresponds to the adaptive 
behaviors in our models. In addition, a quosket is reusable. QuO in [Loyall et. al, 
2003] adds modeling possibilities for components to the QoS adaptive system. 
Their main goal is modeling Adaptation Strategy Preferences. These preferences 
control which adaptive behaviors and mechanisms should be used. It also controls 
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when and why the different adaptive behaviors should be employed. This 
corresponds to our feasibility-selectors which are able to select which adaptations to 
use, and also to decide which services to apply these to.   
QuO approaches this partly from a control theory point of view. In a similar way as 
we proposed our measuring of atomic adaptations into a table for experienced 
effect, they add a feedback loop for gathering information at runtime for refinement 
of their design-time model.   
 
In [Roman et. al, 2001] they briefly acknowledge part of the main topic for this 
thesis as a problem area when they ask the question: “However, we have not yet 
addressed some important questions. Who triggers the adaptations?” In our solution 
we have identified the Strategic Manager for this role, among several others. 
However, [Roman et. al, 2001] do not address this any further. 
 
The importance of focusing on resource stability is also addressed by a grid 
computing middleware project [Liu et. al 2004]. They state that today’s middleware 
layers providing only basic mechanisms and do not provide solutions which ensure 
resource stability, application stability, predictable behavior, and guaranteed quality 
of service. By focusing on keeping our system resource’s to their assigned 
thresholds by use of feasibility-calculations we have been addressing these 
shortcomings, which are general problems for middleware, not only a problem in 
grid computing. 
 
Of the more popular standards, neither of the recent CORBA CCM, .Net or EJB 2.0 
standards addresses the problem of supplying Quality of Service to distributed 
applications. 
 
The Open ORB 2 project [Blair et. al, 2001] has resulted in a reflective component-
based middleware implementation. They have defined a set of prerequisites for next 
generation middleware which is similar to ours, stating that it should be 
configurable, dynamically reconfigurable and evolvable. The property of being 
evolvable is supported in QuA by making the Strategic Manager be implemented as 
a service. The component-based implementation makes OpenORB able to 
reconfigure, and reflection makes it able to use this for adaptation. It is 
implemented over an open component model, Open COM. In our studies of 
Strategic Managers we have also assumed implementation over a open component 
model. Open COM makes use of the concept of component frameworks which are 
rules and contracts that govern the interaction of a set of components. Open ORB 
relies only on the core of COM. With OpenORB’s strategy selectors they are also 
adding coordination and reasoning to the adaptive process of the middleware 
system, which corresponds to the coordinator and feasibility-selector role of our 
Strategic Managers. This, in combination with their monitor, which collects QoS 
events and report abnormal behavior makes a good fundament for reasoning as well 
as having the right information available for making strategic and well informed 
choices. The recursive nature of this implementation makes it able to monitor and 
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adapt the management components as well in the same manner that the recursive 
nature of our Strategic Managers allows us to. 
 
[David et. al, 2003] has an interesting and comparable approach to adaptation. They 
argue that in order to deal with highly dynamic environments the applications 
should be self-adaptive. This may seem contradictive to our emphasis of having a 
Strategic Manager in the coordinator role adapting the services as part of a larger 
system strategy, effectively preventing them to act upon own initiative. In order to 
make an application self-adaptive they add adaptation logic to the application 
whose role it is to determine when to adapt and which reconfigurations to apply. 
This adaptation logic takes form of an adaptation policy which can be attached to or 
detached from individual components at runtime. As we have discussed, being able 
to influence adaptation rules runtime is an important pre-requisite to be able to 
enforce a strategic system control. This property of runtime allocation of 
adaptations policies allows for a coordinator. The component delegating these 
adaptation policies is thus delegated the role as the coordinator and should oversee 
the adaptations similar to our Strategic Manager. Even though there is not much 
focus on the problem of strategic coordination of adaptations, we clearly see the 
place for such logic in this architecture. To deal with the problem of feature 
interaction or conflicting adaptations, having a Domain Specific Language for 
writing adaptation policies is proposed. This should allow for validation of the 
policies and discovery of conflicts and abnormalities. It would also be feasible to 
investigate these policies to check for strategic distribution of adaptations at 
deployment-time by parsing the adaptations policies and to conform it after some 
strategy-policy. By distributing different rules for different services and service 
types, one will be able to coordinate and manage the system strategically. 
 
[Zhang et. al] has developed ControlWare. This is a middleware-architecture for 
feedback control of software performance. The feedback control is used to assure 
convergence guarantees that lie between hard and probabilistic guarantees. As we 
discussed in earlier sections, there is a need maintaining a stable resource 
availability graph. This is supported by feedback-control theory. They apply 
feedback-control theory only to the application or service level. By viewing the 
system as a service, from its recursive nature of component-based implementation - 
this maps directly to our system level appliance. By inserting sensors, or monitors 
which measure a performance metric, this metric is controllable through our 
adaptive behaviors which alter the applications resource usage, or resource 
allocation. ControlWare also focuses on maximizing utility.  
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8 Conclusion and Future work 

We have not been able to, due to lack of time and a sufficiently finished QuA-
implementation, create a running implementation of the Strategy Manager defined 
in this thesis. However, we still feel we have contributed to identify problem areas 
of strategic management, as well as proposing solutions for some of the problems. 
We will give an overview of the problems we have partially or fully addressed in 
section 8.1. We have also identified areas of further research and development 
which we summarize in section 8.2. 

8.1 Major contributions 

The initial goal of this thesis was to contribute to the development of a QoS-enabled 
middleware platform by adding the aspect of strategic management with 
coordination of adaptive behavior and resources. We have identified the Strategic 
Manager, and we have fitted this into the boundaries of the QuA framework to 
fulfill this goal. We have been able to identify several requirements to both the 
Strategic Manager and to the QuA-platform itself. Some of these requirements has 
been met by extending the QuA resource model.  
 
We were also able to identify other use of the Strategic Manager than just the run-
time management properties we initially aimed for. We have developed a 
deployment scheme with admission control mechanisms using the Strategic 
Managers interfaces in cooperation with existing parts of the QuA-platform.  
 
Besides defining the Strategic Manager and fitting it into the scope of the QuA-
architecture, a contribution of this thesis is the general effort of limiting the problem 
of strategic management. We have, by introduction of a model that systemizes our 
problem area, and by using a general approach both towards resources and adaptive 
behaviors, limited strategic management into few and well defined areas such as the 
feasibility-equation with its feasibility- and deviation-thresholds. The Strategic 
Manager is well defined in its area of responsibility. 
 
We have provided a framework for strategic management which is as flexible and 
extensible as it is evolvable, and by strict structure and layering we have made room 
for extensions and improvements without having to change the fundamentals of the 
results presented here. We have also given examples of how such extensions and 
improvements can be included. 
 
As we have delegated several important aspects of distributed management into the 
Strategic Manager and we have designed this manager in a way that separates it 
from the rest of the functional logic of the platform implementation by 
implementing it as a QuA service, we have contributed to the proper layering of the 
QuA-implementation.  
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We set out to define solution yielding stability, availability and value. Finally we 
will see how we have been able to achieve these requirements. 
 
With the feasibility calculations we support the conclusions from [Hafid, 1995] 
stating that the more useful we distribute our resources, the more available we are 
making the system, having to turn fewer requests for service down. This claim is 
supported by our utility maximizing feasibility selections, which ensures that the 
system is more available to services offering a sufficiently valuable utility-profile. 
 
The utility maximizer role of the Strategic Manager also yield support for the 
conclusion from [Rajkumar et. al, 1997], stating that we should try to maximize 
total utility for making the system of most value. 
 
The coordinator role of the Strategic Manager will prevent instability by 
distributing adaptations sufficiently in time, as well as avoiding exaggerated effects. 
Also, the feasibility-selection mechanisms helps to ensure a stable system, as they 
at every instant will be depending on, and deciding upon, the current resource 
situation, avoiding unfeasible decisions. 
 
 

8.2 Future work 

As we have not been able to present the reader with results of an implementation, 
providing an implementation of the work presented here, is as a task for the future.  
 
The feasibility-equation should be put to the test. We have already, even without the 
proper testing, identified certain weaknesses in the equation that will limit the 
Strategic Manager from using its full potential. With more time available, and an 
implementation to perform tests on, this is a good place to start optimizations of 
strategic management as suggested in this thesis. Handing the problem over to a 
mathematician may even give improved results, without the proper test-bed 
available. We have also discussed the possibility of parameterization of the 
feasibility-equation for shifting weights between utility-change and resource usage 
change. We identified the possibility for adding weights to each resource according 
to some priority for the resource to reflect the importance of each resource for the 
system, in the Strategic Manager. To see whether these topics are relevant is subject 
to further study. 
 
Inspecting how to set feasibility-thresholds for what type of resources is also 
subject for optimization. We have not made any conclusions towards the specifics 
of how these thresholds should be set. Investigating if these values should be made 
dynamically adjustable at runtime or if they should be statically defined by experts 
on each kind of resource are also topics which we have not had the time to address. 
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While fitting our results onto the QuA-architecture, we identified certain extensions 
to the resource model which has to be addressed in the final version of the resource 
model if it is to meet our Strategic Manager’s requirements. There has also been 
identified functionality which the QuA Service Planner must support to support 
functionality of the Strategic Manager. 
 
Further, adaptive events may be able to operate within certain ranges of resource 
usage-change and utility-change. This is not reflected or supported in our models. 
As of now, each service has to issue unique advertisements for certain intervals 
within these ranges of utility- and resource usage-change to express its ability to 
adapt within these ranges. This is not the ultimate solution, and gives room for 
improvements. The model should be extended to support such ranges of adaptive 
profiles. 
 
To sum up future challenges, there are basically three main topics that are subject to 
further work in this area within the QuA-framework.  First is the adaptive 
techniques. This covers the gathering of detailed adaptation resource profiles and 
utility-change profiles. When services are able to advertise precise profiles, the 
manager will have relevant information to work with. This will decrease the limit of 
error for the Strategic Manager. Second, the QuA resource model should reflect the 
changes we have proposed here, and the QuA architecture implementation should 
back these requirements. Third is the topic of the feasibility-equation optimization 
which will be crucial topic in getting the ultimate result from strategic management. 
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